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Quarterly Report 

January - March 2012 

 

 

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 

A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 

MONTHS. 

 

 

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs 

 

  

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 

that address topical issues and the people affected by them.   

(7:00-9:00am, Monday-Friday) 

 

FOX5 NEWS:   In-depth local and national news.   

(Monday-Friday, 5:00-7:00am; Monday-Friday, 12:00N-1:00pm; 

Monday-Friday, 5:00-6:00pm; 6:00-7:00pm and 11:00-11:30pm; Saturday, 

6:00-8:00am and 6:00-7:00pm; Sunday, 6:00-8:30am; 6:00-6:30pm; and, 

Monday-Sunday, 10:00-11:00pm) 

 

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 

a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 

nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 

taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 

community. 
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Education 

 

1/6/12   5pm    2:00 

Governor Nathan Deal tells FOX5 that the state will put an emphasis on early learning for Georgia students. 

The governor is now moving to restore some of the days that were cut from the pre-kindergarten program last 

year. 

 

1/9/12   GDA    2:30 

Maggie, a Forsyth County student, was given an assignment in her science class to create a paper, poster or 

power point presentation about anything they'd studied this semester. She chose the Aurora Borealis. She told 

her teacher she'd rather write a song. Her project is now the latest single on iTunes. 

 

1/10/12   10pm    2:00 

Governor Nathan Deal wants to spend more money on education. He proposed modest increases during his state 

of the state address. 

 

1/17/12   5pm    2:00 

The state of Georgia is launching a new effort that will encourage students to work in skilled trades. Officials 

say thousands of jobs could be available. Skills were on display at the state capitol that usually aren't seen here: 

carpentry, masonry, and electrical and plumbing work. 

 

1/18/12   5,6pm    2:00 

Dekalb County High School band members are breathing a sigh of relief after the district announced it's lifting 

their suspension. But the superintendent says band directors must understand hazing will not be tolerated. 

 

1/18/12   GDA    2:30 

In the Read To Rover program, kids in grades one through four read aloud to dogs. The dogs are in training 

with the Canine Companions for Independence Organization. The program helps the kids improve their reading 

skills. It also helps train the dogs. 

 

1/19/12   10,11pm   2:00 

Outraged parents attended a Gwinnett County school board meeting demanding tough consequences. They want 

all the teachers involved in a math homework assignment that referenced slavery to be reprimanded.   

 

1/20/12   5pm    2:00 

Atlanta Public Schools will repay $363,000 because of test cheating. At the same time, the state of Georgia will 

send even more money back to the city system to help get students back on track. 

 

1/20/12   5pm    2:00 

A contest from a popular television show is giving schools the chance to strut their stuff and make a little 

money for their music programs. 

 

1/20/12   GDA    2:30 

Smith Barnes Elementary in Stockbridge was a winner in the Glee Give a Note contest. The school is getting 

$10,000.00 of the $1 Million that is being distributed to school music programs around the country.   

 

1/23/12   6pm    2:00 

There is a new agreement today, stemming from the Atlanta Public Schools cheating scandal. The district will 

return some federal funds awarded for school performance. But the state is stepping in with even more money 

to help struggling schools recover. 

 

1/23/12   10pm    2:30 

More than 100 Atlanta teachers have been told they have to pay up for a mistake they didn't make. Atlanta 

Public Schools says they miscalculated some salaries. Now the district is demanding that teachers pay money 

back. 
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1/25/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

A large crowd of school choice supporters rallied at the state capitol this morning. They are calling for a state 

constitutional amendment that could override local school systems' objections to creating charter schools. 

 

1/25/12   6,10pm    2:00 

State lawmakers are once again considering the future of the Hope Scholarship. The popular program is coming 

under new financial pressure, potentially leading to more cutbacks. 

 

1/26/12   5pm    2:00 

Local high school students are preparing for a big show. And when they hit the stage they'll be all smiles. But 

being both students and Broadway- level performers is no song and dance. 

 

1/26/12   GDA    2:30 

At Pebblebrook High School in Cobb County students are getting ready for Hairspray. They put in more than 20 

to 30 hours a week on top of school work. 

 

1/27/12   5pm    2:00 

There is a new call today from President Obama to hold the line on the soaring cost of college. The president is 

proposing an overhaul that would link aid programs to a school's affordability. 

 

1/27/12   11pm    2:00 

More than a dozen Atlanta schools could close under new, system-wide redistricting proposals that were 

released tonight. 

 

1/30/12   6pm    2:00 

There are new calls today from Georgia democrats to make more changes to the popular but financially 

strapped Hope scholarship program. One proposal would allow more technical college students to receive 

grants under the program. 

 

1/30/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Emotions were running high as hundreds of concerned Northeast Atlanta parents crowded into a meeting about 

system wide redistricting tonight. Some schools will close and some students will be moved to different schools 

if the proposed redistricting goes through. 

 

2/2/12   5pm    2:30  

A crucial vote at the state capitol has given a boost to charter schools. A house committee approved a measure 

that returns the state's authority to create charter schools. 

 

2/3/12   10,11pm   2:00  

He saw what others didn't. A Douglas County mother is crediting her autistic son's teacher with helping the 

middle schooler make the Georgia All State Chorus.  

 

2/3/12   11pm    2:30  

Governor Nathan Deal will announce a new need-based scholarship for Georgia high school students on 

Monday. Governor Deal says this new scholarship will rely on private rather than public money to fund it. 

 

2/5/12   6pm    2:30  

More than 100 concerned parents and their children marched in protest in Buckhead today. They're angry about 

proposed Atlanta Public School redistricting plans. 

 

2/6/12   5,10pm    2:00  

Governor Nathan Deal has announced a new program to help low-income students pay for college. The Reach 

Scholarship is designed to give students an incentive before they reach college. 
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2/22/12   5,6pm    2:30  

A Fulton County watchdog group says taxpayers will have spent $10 Million by the time the Atlanta Public 

Schools cheating scandal is finally over. 

 

2/22/12   5pm    2:00  

There was a major change at the state capitol today. The Georgia House approved a constitutional amendment 

allowing the state to create charter schools. The measure could lead to a public referendum this fall. 

 

2/23/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Many of the educators implicated in the Atlanta Public Schools cheating scandal got an ultimatum today: resign 

or be fired. 

 

2/23/12   6pm    2:00 

A bill banning illegal immigrants from all Georgia public colleges could get a vote in the state Senate. The 

measure won committee approval despite objections that it's not needed and will damage the state. 

 

2/24/12   GDA    2:30 

The Carlton J. Kell High School Inventeam in Marietta was one of fifteen schools selected nationwide to 

receive a grant from the Lemelson-Mit program. They'll develop a remotely operated watercraft that skims oil 

off the surface of shallow water after offshore oil disasters. 

 

2/28/12   5pm    2:00 

The issue of illegal immigrants and Georgia college admissions is sparking debate at the state capitol. 

Undocumented students joined others at the capitol to protest legislation that would ban illegal immigrants from 

the state's colleges and universities. 

 

3/2/12   GDA    2:30 

Area schools earned more than $1.2 Million last year by clipping 10 cent coupons on everyday products from 

Cheerios to Ziploc bags. Shiloh Point Elementary in Cumming earned $11,000.00 last year to pay for things the 

school needs most and White Oak Elementary in Newnan earned nearly $6,000.00. 

 

3/5/12   5pm    2:30  

The Atlanta Public Schools system is moving forward with a controversial plan that includes closing 13 

campuses. That's in addition to re-drawing the school zones. 

 

3/5/12   6,10pm    2:00  

Atlanta Public School officials have released a list of 13 elementary and middle schools they've targeted to 

close. The school superintendent presented the controversial proposal to school board members this afternoon. 

 

3/12/12   10,11pm    2:30  

Atlanta Public Schools held the first in a series of community meetings on the superintendent's plan to close 13 

schools. The auditorium was packed with parents. 

 

3/14/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

A panel of educators will decide whether an APS teacher will keep his job or be fired. Damany Lewis confessed 

to cheating on standardized tests, but asked the tribunal for leniency during a hearing today. 

 

3/15/12   5pm    2:00  

A Cobb County elementary school is hoping to send a message with its annual musical. Kincaid Elementary 

School's honor chorus is performing a musical that highlights the importance of inclusion and acceptance. 

 

3/15/12   GDA    2:30 

Box Top Mentoring Event. Educators, parents, and a host of renowned celebrities and influencers such as 

actress Tisha Campbell-Martin, Steve Harvey, R&B singers Monica and Rozonda "Chili" Thomas participate in 

a town hall forum and discussion. It will emphasize saving our youth through a renewed emphasis on 

community action, primary education and mentorship. 
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3/16/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Angry parents packed into an East Atlanta middle school that the superintendant says should be closed. 

Hundreds of parents and students at Coan Middle School say the redistricting plan is unfair. 

 

3/17/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Atlanta Public School leaders are getting an earful as dozens of parents sound off on a controversial 

redistricting plan that would close down 13 schools. The plan is turning out to be a very tough sell for APS. 

 

3/19/12   GDA    2:30 

Athens' Books for Keeps program provides twelve books per child to every K-5 student attending an Athens 

Elementary School where 90% or more of students qualify for free/reduced lunches. 

 

3/21/12   GDA    2:30 

Alpharetta Elementary School's fitness challenge is not only for students but for staff members as well. Staff 

members will receive pedometers and be grouped into teams and work to achieve five health goals. 

 

3/21/12   GDA    2:30 

Tri-Cities High School's Visual & Performing Arts Magnet program is the first in the country to receive the 

rights to perform the smash Broadway hit, The Color Purple. 

 

3/21/12   5,6pm    2:00  

An Atlanta educator who confessed to cheating on standardized tests was finally fired today. The superintendent 

says teacher Damany Lewis' termination is effective immediately. 

 

3/21/12   6,10pm    2:00  

School closures continue to be a hot button topic for Atlanta Public Schools. Instead of parents, the APS board 

heard from their colleagues who govern across the street this afternoon. 

 

3/22/12   5pm    2:00 

It has been a Broadway hit , and now some young Atlanta thespians will get the chance to perform an award-

winning musical. Metro Atlanta's Tri-cites High School is the first in the country to be granted an amateur 

license to perform The Color Purple. 

 

3/27/12   GDA    2:30 

Students at a local school are all attending the premiere of the movie, The Hunger Games. The class read the 

books that the movie is based on and the teacher is using it as a teaching tool. 

 

Drugs and Alcohol 

 

1/5/12   6pm    2:30 

Authorities say the amount of money earned by a large drug operation, rivaled the revenue of some major 

Georgia companies. One of the drug ring's top men learned his fate when he went before a judge this afternoon 

at the federal courthouse. 

 

1/13/12   5,6,11pm   2:30 

A metro area mom is charged with drug possession and cruelty to children after police say she was caught 

smoking pot with her teenage son and his friends. Her son is in trouble too. Police say they discovered the party 

when they went to the home to arrest the son on child molestation charges. 

 

1/13/12   10pm    2:30 

A Villa Rica man is facing drug charges after police say he made an accidental 911 call. They arrested him after 

they were tipped off by an alert 911 dispatch operator. 
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2/10/12   6pm    2:30  

Police have arrested a Newnan mother after doctors make a shocking discovery about her infant daughter. 

Investigators say 27 year old Michelle Henry's baby tested positive for meth and cocaine. 

 

2/28/12   10pm    4:50 

Today more people abuse prescription drugs than cocaine, methamphetamine and heroin combined. But 

prescription drugs are no less addictive, and just as destructive. One Georgia woman says prescription pain 

medications took over her life. 

 

3/6/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A grieving father is speaking out about the dangers of synthetic marijuana. The drug known as spice is sold in 

some stores. The parents of 16 year old Chase Burnett say it contributed to their son's death. 

 

3/7/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

The death of 16 year old Fayette County boy is putting the spotlight back on a drug that's been banned in 

Georgia for nearly two years. Loved ones say Chase Burnett was using synthetic marijuana before he died in the 

family's hot tub Sunday morning. 

 

3/8/12   5pm    2:20 

A new study has many sleeping pill users thinking twice about their medication. Researchers found people 

taking even a small number of sleeping pills were more likely to develop cancer and die than people who didn't 

take the pills. 

 

3/8/12   GDA    3:00 

A new study links three of the most-used sleeping pills, Ambien, Lunesta and Sonata, with increased rates of 

cancer and premature death. Are you going to stop taking them? We ask a sleep specialist about the dangers and 

which is worse for your health: taking sleeping pills or not sleeping. 

 

3/14/12   5pm    :50  

A new health study claims a drug has a very unusual side effect, combating racism. The study claims a small 

group of people taking Propranolol, a drug used to treat chest pains and lower heart rates, made them less 

prejudiced. 

 

3/20/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A Bartow County man had a problem with his air conditioning duct and when he went to investigate, he 

discovered what police believe were half a dozen meth labs under his rental home. 

 

3/25/12   6pm    :30  

Sunday alcohol sales kicked off in Henry County today. On Super Tuesday, a majority of voters there gave the 

OK for sales on Sunday. 

 

3/27/12   5,6pm    2:30 

A synthetic pot scare over the weekend leaves two people in critical condition at Wellstar Kennestone Hospital. 

Authorities say it's a growing problem because the illegal substance is easy to find in convenience stores all 

over Georgia. 

 

3/27/12   6,10pm    2:30 

Governor Nathan Deal has signed legislation outlawing all forms of synthetic marijuana in the state of Georgia. 

The bill is named Chase's Law after Chase Burnett. The Fayetteville teen died after smoking the drug earlier 

this month. 

 

3/27/12   6pm    :50 

The Forsyth County Sheriff's Department has unveiled the state's first drug take back box. People can drop off 

any unwanted or expired prescription drugs into the deposit box at the sheriff's office. 
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Racial Tensions/Prejudice/Discrimination 

1/6/12   5,6,11pm   2:30 

Some Gwinnett County parents are furious over a third grade math assignment with multiple references to 

slavery. A school district spokesperson says the questions were inappropriate. Some parents are calling them 

racist. 

 

1/9/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

There is more fallout from the third grade math questions that referenced slavery. A growing number of people 

are now calling for some Gwinnett County teachers to lose their jobs. 

 

1/10/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

A group of protesters marched outside a Gwinnett County elementary school, calling for some teachers to be 

fired. Dozens of community activists and parents demonstrated against the teachers who handed out a 

controversial math assignment, referencing slavery. 

 

1/13/12   6,10pm    3:30 

As the nation prepares to observe the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, we hear from Dr. King's sister, Christine 

King Farris. He was her little brother and at 84, Mrs. Farris is still teaching and still thinking about the "king" 

she simply called "M.L." 

 

1/14/12   10pm    2:30 

This weekend, Atlanta is honoring the life and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. And the Salute to 

Greatness Awards Dinner recognized leaders from different backgrounds. Also tonight, Martin Luther King III 

talked about what he says are exciting new plans for The King Center. 

 

1/14/12   10pm    2:00 

The spirit of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. inspired a three day volunteer effort to repair nearly two dozen houses 

belonging to elderly homeowners in the city of Decatur. 

 

1/15/12   10pm    2:00 

Today would have been Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 83rd birthday. And each  year on the Sunday before his 

national holiday, Ebenezer Baptist Church honors the slain civil rights leader. 

 

1/15/12   10pm    2:00 

A couple hundred volunteers spent their day helping others on the eve of the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday. 

Their hard work will pay off when the thousands of meals they prepared are served to metro Atlanta's needy. 

 

1/16/12   5,6,10,11pm   5:00 

An icon of peace, civil rights, and a drum major for justice. Today Atlantans gathered to honor Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. It's the day when all of America celebrates the life and legacy of a civil rights warrior, whose 

work impacted generations past, present and future. 

 

2/6/12   10pm    2:00  

A Gainesville High School senior says he has the highest GPA in his class, but says he was told he'll have to 

share the title of valedictorian. This is something his mother is not happy about and the NAACP is also looking 

into the matter. 

 

2/13/12   6pm    5:15 

Our Black History Month series highlighting some of the foot soldiers behind the civil rights movement 

continues tonight with Lula Joe Williams. Originally from Montgomery, Alabama she says growing up, women 

gladly took their place in the planning, execution and participation in changing American history. She's proud 

that she worked for Dr. King and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in the field and in the front 

office. 
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2/20/12   GDA    2:30 

It started out as an experiment, a two week course on writing. Ten weeks later incredible tales emerged from the 

"students" at the Lou Walker Senior Center that spoke of the courage, faith, fears and joys of growing up in the 

50's and 60's. And now those students have collected all of those stories and self-published an anthology 

entitled The Lou Walker Senior Center Writers. 

 

2/20/12   5pm    2:00  

February is designated as Black History Month, a time to recognize and celebrate the achievements of African 

Americans. And a group of local senior citizens is bringing their stories of growing up black in America to life, 

thanks to a special writing course. 

 

2/20/12   6pm    4:00 

We conclude our series of Black History Month stories about the foot soldiers behind the civil rights movement. 

Tonight we focus on when the world was forced to look at St. Augustine, Florida. St Augustine is America's 

oldest city and until 1964, it's most segregated. That is until whites and blacks decided to take a swim on a hot 

summer day. 

 

2/27/12   6pm    2:00 

A flyer recruiting for the KKK has neighbors in one Coweta County neighborhood outraged. The flyers were 

tossed in the driveway of several homes inside the Churchill Park subdivision in Newnan. 

 

2/27/12   6pm    2:00 

There are new developments surrounding Gainesville High School's controversial decision to have two school 

valedictorians this year. After one of the teens protested the decision, the other student decided to pull out for 

the good of the school and the community. 

 

3/20/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Once again, a slavery homework question has angered elementary school parents. This time students in Clayton 

County received a racial math question. 

 

3/26/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

A war of words has erupted after an Alpharetta High School student says he was booted from his position as 

student body president. He says he was dismissed for proposing changes that would make it easier for gay 

couples to be named prom king and queen. 

 

The Economy 

1/3/12   GDA    3:00 

Real estate expert John Adams explains how to get a HUD home with only $100 down. 

 

1/4/12   6,10pm    2:30 

Gas prices are on the rise again. AAA reports that the average price for a gallon of regular gas is now $3.21 in 

metro Atlanta. A year ago we were paying $2.98. 

 

1/10/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

Hundreds of people lined up in downtown Atlanta today. They were all hoping to have a shot at saving their 

homes. It's all part of an effort by a group called NACA, to get people into lower interest rate loans. 

 

1/10/12   GDA    3:00 

Does NACA's home ownership assistance event really work? What should someone considering attending, 

expect? Real estate expert John Adams answers questions and explains how to get the most out of the event. 
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1/14/12   10pm    2:00 

Hundreds of homeowners facing possible foreclosure are turning to a national organization for help in Atlanta 

this weekend. It's an opportunity that has had homeowners lining up all week to see counselors from the non-

profit group, NACA. 

 

1/17/12   6pm    2:00 

There has been a victory for members of a century old Atlanta church facing foreclosure. Church leaders say 

BB&T Bank offered them a new fixed rate loan, with lower monthly payments, during negotiations this 

afternoon. 

 

1/18/12   GDA    2:30 

Planning ahead for the things you want and need will lead you to financial freedom. Consumer reporter Steve 

Noviello explains how to get the new year started on the right financial foot and reveal the key things to start 

doing right now to ensure you are organized all year long. 

 

1/20/12   GDA    3:00 

Dave Ramsey's daughter is following in her father's footsteps. She's taking part in Saturday's Total Money 

Makeover event in Duluth. She gives advice on talking to kids about money and how teens and young adults 

need to start early to learn to manage their finances.  

 

1/23/12   GDA    3:00 

A lot of celebrity names are attached to pre-paid credit cards. A consumer adviser talks about whether the cards 

are good or bad. 

 

1/23/12   10pm    :30 

Eligible residents are able to start applying for heating assistance from the Low Income Home Energy 

Assistance Program, better known as LIHEAP. You will be able to apply for this one time heating assistance 

payment per fiscal year for either $310 or $350. 

 

1/24/12   GDA    3:00 

Real estate expert John Adams explains why home inspections are so important to the buyer. He says the 

careful eye of an independent home inspector can save you thousands of dollars.  

 

1/25/12   GDA    2:30 

A new year means a whole new set of trends for consumer products. Consumer reporter Steve Noviello has a 

look at what consumers can expect to see on store shelves this year. 

 

1/26/12   GDA    2:30 

Georgia Labor Commissioner Mark Butler talks about where the jobs are in Georgia and reacts to new 

unemployment numbers for Atlanta. 

 

1/30/12   GDA    3:00 

Financial advisor Mark Lloyd explains how to get started for tax season. 

 

1/31/12   GDA    3:00 

Seven deadly sins of credit scoring. How to ruin your credit for up to seven years without really trying 

 

2/1/12   GDA    2:30 

Companies offer freebies to entice consumers to take action and there is a multi billion dollar industry behind 

them. Consumer reporter Steve Noviello shows us what will be hot in the world of freebies and promotional 

products in the next year. 

 

2/1/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

Hollywood is gaga for zombies these days. So much so, that the small town of Senoia is about to become 

zombie central for the filming of a hit cable show. It will create hundreds of jobs that are much needed right 

now. 
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2/2/12   GDA    3:00 

More people than ever are skimping on prescriptions to save money. A recent survey found 28% of respondents 

were not filling prescriptions, skipping doses or taking expired medications. Here are five ways to save on your 

medications without risking your health. 

 

2/3/12   5pm    2:40  

If you've been to your pharmacy lately, you've probably experienced a little sticker-shock. Even with health 

insurance and copays, drugs can be pricey. So, what can you do to cut costs? The FOX Medical Team's Beth 

Galvin has some tips. 

 

2/6/12   5pm    2:00  

All this week, we're bringing you ways to stretch your dollar. And we're starting with one of your biggest 

household expenses: groceries. With these tips you can save some cash without clipping coupons. 

 

2/6/12   GDA    2:30 

Ways to save money on groceries without using coupons 

 

2/6/12   GDA    3:00 

Wells Fargo is trying to jump start home ownership in Metro Atlanta during a two day event. They are offering 

forgivable loans to people who live in the house for five years. 

 

2/7/12   GDA    2:30 

We put one of the biggest grocery saving tips to the test, buying generic products. Good Day Atlanta's Gurvir 

Dhindsa went shopping at three major grocery store chains and bought 9 items on her shopping list, both in 

name brand and generic brand. We total up the savings. 

 

2/7/12   GDA    3:00 

Real estate expert John Adams presents the pros and cons of hiring a real estate agent when you are trying to 

sell your home. 

 

2/7/12   6pm    2:30  

The tallest building in the Southeast, Atlanta's Bank of America building went on the auction block this 

afternoon. The 55 story skyscraper was sold to the highest bidder. 

 

2/8/12   5pm    3:00 

This week we've been showing you ways to stretch your dollar at the grocery store and save lots of cash on the 

food your family needs. Now that you've shopped smarter, we're going to show you how one busy mom takes it 

a step further at home. She saves money and time with some creative cooking. 

 

2/8/12   GDA    2:30 

Once you've gotten the best deal on your groceries it takes creative cooking to stretch your food dollar 

throughout several meals and also saves time while preparing meals for a busy family. One metro Atlanta mom 

cooks once a week and freezes full meals that she can reheat and serve to her family quickly and easily. Some 

women cook only once a month in the practice known as "once a month cooking" or "freezer cooking." 

 

2/8/12   GDA    2:30 

It can be one of the hardest roads to navigate, but a clear plan for finances should be at the top of the list when it 

comes to romance and relationships. Consumer reporter Steve Noviello has a proven plan for household 

finances which includes sharing expectations before they turn into resentments.   

 

2/9/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Georgia and other states made a $25 Billion deal today. The settlement with the country's biggest mortgage 

lenders is designed to help struggling homeowners. 
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2/9/12   5pm    3:15 

All week we've been showing you ways to save money on groceries and how to save money and time in the 

kitchen. Now, we're taking a break from cooking and going out to eat with FOX5's Buck Lanford. And you 

might be surprised at how much money his family saves. 

 

2/10/12   5pm    2:50 

All this week we've showed you ways to stretch your dollar and save some cash on groceries, cooking, even 

eating out with your whole family. Now FOX5's Karen Graham takes us to the drug store to show us how to get 

stuff for just pennies or even for free. 

 

2/10/12   GDA    2:30 

A lot of people don't realize that you can get great deals at drug stores especially with personal care products. 

Our expert shows us how to get stuff for cheap, free, and how to even make money while shopping at drug 

stores. 

 

2/14/12   GDA    3:00 

Real estate expert John Adams explains the $25 Billion settlement between the 5 biggest banks and 49 states, 

that was just announced. 

 

2/14/12   5,10pm    2:30  

Drivers hitting the road this summer may be in for a huge shock. Oil industry experts say drivers in metro 

Atlanta could pay $5.00 a gallon by Memorial Day. 

 

2/17/12   5pm    2:00 

Georgia has won the competition for a big manufacturing plant. The Caterpillar company plans to break ground 

next month for a factory near Athens. 

 

2/17/12   10pm    5:50 

The poor economy plus the rising cost of college tuition equals a lot of students getting a tough lesson in 

personal finance. But some students have found a creative, and controversial way to pay the bills: becoming a 

paid escort. 

 

2/20/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Analysts now predict gas prices will top $4.25 a gallon by Spring. And when fuel spikes, you don't just get hit 

with the increase one time, but multiple times. 

 

2/21/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:30  

There is concern that gas prices could soon surpass the record set in 2008 when gas hit $4.11 a gallon. While 

we're not there yet, prices have spiked in recent days with people now paying about $3.55 for a gallon of regular 

in metro Atlanta, according to AAA. 

 

2/21/12   5pm    2:30 

Between co-pays, deductibles and pharmacy bills, it's getting harder and harder to stretch our health care dollar. 

But there are a few things you can do to save money on your medical bills. 

 

2/21/12    GDA    3:00 

How to lower your property taxes, just by asking. Find out how to fill out the forms to put the odds in your 

favor 

 

2/22/12   GDA    3:00 

Spring Break travel deals: AAA's Gary Townsend gives tips on where to find deals, whether you care driving or 

flying.   
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2/22/12   GDA    2:30 

Gas prices are forecast to hit the $4 a gallon mark by Memorial Day and possibly the $5 mark in some major 

U.S. cities. Now is the time to take action to make sure you minimize your pain at the pump. 

 

2/24/12   6pm    2:00  

The Georgia Senate has approved a plan to reduce the number of weeks people can collect unemployment 

benefits. That would obviously hurt Georgians who are out of work. But supporters say the cutback is necessary 

to repay a big debt to the federal government for benefits paid during the economic downturn. 

 

2/28/12   GDA    3:00 

Five great things about home ownership. Real estate expert John Adams explains why he says you need to get 

off the fence now and take advantage of today's deals. 

 

2/29/12   GDA    2:30 

Leap year only comes around once every four years, and this time around it's become the perfect opportunity for 

some retailers to offer deep discounts. 

 

2/29/12   5pm    2:00  

Some drivers believe the best solution to these rising gas prices is to trade in their gas guzzlers for smaller, more 

efficient cars. 

 

2/29/12   6pm    2:00 

Small businesses that make deliveries to customers are having a hard time. Soaring gas prices have cut into their 

bottom line. 

 

3/5/12   GDA    2:30 

Tips on how to avoid airline checked baggage fees by packing as light as possible. A metro Atlanta mom shows 

how she packs light and the creator of www.onebag.com explains how he's avoided checking any luggage for 

four decades. 

 

3/6/12   GDA    3:00 

Real estate expert John Adams talks about the big picture of Atlanta's housing market, focusing on signs of 

recovery and what to expect this spring and later in the year. 

 

3/7/12   GDA    3:00 

You are at the center of a race to collect one of the most precious commodities in the eyes of retailers: data. 

Merchants market to you based no not only what you buy, but what you are most willing to buy next. 

 

3/7/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Leaders in Clayton County are offering a new incentive to give public servants the chance to live near where 

they work. It's all part of a program that also aims to get people into previously foreclosed homes. 

 

3/9/12   5,10pm    2:00  

Volunteers at a local library system will do all they can to raise money and save libraries from further budget 

cuts. The Cobb County Library Foundation has taken a nod from the old west. 

 

3/12/12   5pm    2:15 

With gas prices going up a lot of families are looking for ways to stretch their dollar on spring break getaways. 

FOX5 has some tips that could save you some serious cash on a rental car. 

 

3/12/12   GDA    2:30 

Save money on spring break by following a few tips on renting a car. If you do some research online, reserve a 

car on certain days, and never rent from companies at the airport, you could save money. 

 

3/13/12   GDA    2:30 

Real estate expert John Adams explains his bold ideas for ending the housing crisis. 
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3/14/12   GDA    2:30 

The secret to financial freedom starts with the basic rules of budgeting. Consumer reporter Steve Noviello gives 

a back-to-basics lesson in simple budgeting. 

 

3/17/12   6,10pm    2:30  

The pain at the pump continues. AAA says the national average for a gallon of gas is now $3.84. And in metro 

Atlanta it's $3.72. 

 

3/19/12   5pm    2:30 

It can be a struggle to stretch your dollar when it comes to spring break getaways. If you're flying the cost can 

quickly escalate, thanks to those pesky baggage fees. But FOX5 talked to two people who might inspire you to 

pack a lot lighter. 

 

3/19/12   GDA    2:30 

Erin Botsford, Founder and CEO of the Botsford Group, discusses how to get your finances in check so you 

won't run out of money in retirement. 

 

3/20/12    GDA    2:30 

The government's HARP Phase 2 program is designed to help people who are under water in their mortgage. 

Lenders begin taking applications this week. 

 

3/26/12   5pm    2:30 

If you've stretched your dollar and saved up for spring break vacation, don't forget there are ways you can save 

money at your home when you're not even there. It's as simple as doing just a few simple things before you 

leave on vacation. 

 

3/26/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

There was a pleasant surprise at the gas pump for more than 100 people in Mcdonough. They rushed to a gas 

station to fill up for free thanks to the generosity of a local church. 

 

3/26/12   GDA    2:30 

Before leaving your house for spring break, there are some things you should do in your house to maximize 

your energy savings while you are gone. They include changing the settings on your water heater and 

thermostat and unplugging your electronics and small appliances. 

 

3/27/12   GDA    2:30 

Bank of America is launching a pilot program that would allow homeowners to rent their house from the bank 

in order to avoid foreclosure. 

 

3/28/12   GDA    2:30 

It's never too early to start establishing healthy boundaries when it comes to money. Advice on how to raise a 

"saver" instead of a "spender." 

 

Health/ Health Care 

1/2/12   5pm    2:00 

If your New Year's resolution was to get healthier and slim down in 2012, you're hardly alone. It's one of the 

most common goals people make for the new year. 

 

1/2/12   GDA    3:00 

Acid reflux is on the rise, especially for women as they age. A doctor explains the signs and treatments, and 

offers advice on when is it something more or less serious. 
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1/3/12   5pm    2:45 

It's a New Year and a brand new chance to finally get healthy. And in order to accomplish that, you need a good 

plan. We enlisted some help from a workout pro. 

 

1/4/12   5pm    3:00 

We all face challenges in our lives. But a Texas first grader came into the world with the deck really stacked 

against him. John Lawson Florer was born with more than half of his brain missing. But that hasn't stopped him 

from thriving. 

 

1/4/12   10,11pm   2:30 

One of Atlanta's biggest employers is taking a dramatic step to stop smoking. With the new year, Emory 

University has banned smoking everyone on its campus and at its hospitals. 

 

1/4/12   GDA    3:00 

Dietician Marisa Moore shows us how to eat healthy food in 2012, including five easy diet changes to keep you 

healthy in the new year.  

 

1/5/12   GDA    3:00 

We're smack in the middle of cold and flu season and if you're not sick, chances are good someone in your 

family probably is. But instead of reaching for the medicine cabinet, you might want to check out the fridge. 

Certain foods can help fight a cold or flu. 

 

1/5/12   5pm    2:45 

We are right in the middle of cold and flu season. If you're not sick, chances are good someone in your family 

probably is. But instead of reaching for the medicine cabinet, you might want to check the fridge. 

 

1/5/12   10pm    2:00 

The family of a Cherokee County middle schooler is hoping for a miracle. The 7th grader is in the advanced 

stages of brain cancer. 

 

1/6/12   5pm    2:20 

Finding a diet is easy, making it work for you, is not. So, how do you find a plan that can help you not just lose 

weight but stick with it? The FOX Medical Team's Beth Galvin has some answers. 

 

1/9/12   5pm    3:30 

What a difference a month can make. Exactly four weeks ago today, Brandon Sparkman heard the words: 

"we've got a heart." The Bowdon, Georgia fourteen year old had been sick for months, his heart growing 

weaker by the day. 

 

1/10/12   5pm    2:50 

Have you ever wondered why some people have all the luck when it comes losing weight and keeping it off? 

Researchers may have found some answers. They're studying thousands of weight loss success stories to find 

out what worked for them. 

 

1/10/12   GDA    3:00 

5 things all successful dieters do. Information based on the National Weight Loss Registry. 

 

1/11/12   GDA    3:00 

Tips on talking to your child's doctor: how new parents can stay one step ahead of it all in 2012. A WebMD 

survey found that parents want more information to better care for their babies and they are spending a 

considerable amount of time seeking guidance on the changes during the first two years of life. 

 

1/11/12   5pm    3:20 

As we get older, our vision changes. Unfortunately, not for the better. One of the biggest problems we face is 

cataracts. They're the leading cause of preventable blindness worldwide. But a breakthrough new laser could 

change the way surgeons fix the problem. 
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1/11/12   10,11pm   2:30 

New technology is helping a paralyzed man walk. Michael Gore used a wheelchair before a robotic device was 

invented that attaches to his legs. 

 

1/12/12   5pm    3:15 

We can't choose our family, but we can choose our friends. And while some friendships grow and flourish over 

the years, others turn toxic. The FOX Medical Team's Beth Galvin shares some tips on what to do when a 

relationship becomes unhealthy. 

 

1/13/12   5pm    2:00 

Trying to know what a baby wants and needs can be a daunting task. Many a tear is shed because your child is 

trying to tell you something, but can only express it by crying. But there is a language they can learn that cuts 

down on the tears for both of you. 

 

1/13/12   6pm    2:15 

An Emory University hospital nurse turned the tables and ended up on a stretcher herself after donating a 

kidney to one of her patients. Nurse Allison Batson's philosophy has always been, the patient is the most 

important person. The transplant nurse took that philosophy a step further when she made a selfless decision. 

 

1/16/12   5pm    2:20 

If you want to eat a little healthier in the new year, you may want to try a gluten-free diet. You've probably seen 

gluten-free foods at the grocery store. 

 

1/17/12   5pm    3:45 

Paula Deen is best known for recipes so buttery-rich and sweet,  they melt in your mouth. But the 68 year old 

may have to rethink her cooking style, after being diagnosed with type-two diabetes. 

 

1/17/12   5pm    2:00 

Returning home after a tour of duty can be a hard time for our country's veterans. Big challenges often lie ahead 

as they try to re-assimilate into civilian life, but a new approach is helping service members suffering from 

PTSD, find their voice. 

 

1/17/12   GDA    2:30 

We picked three great fitness apps that get positive user and media reviews and are available for iPhone and 

Android smart phones as well as other types of phones. 

 

1/17/12   GDA    2:30 

"Janopause" is the new term for the post New Year's slump we get into. By the third week in January a third of 

us have dropped our New Year's resolutions. 

 

1/18/12   GDA    3:00 

Dr. Kimberly Manning breaks down different, popular weight loss programs with celebrity endorsers and how 

well they work. 

 

1/19/12   GDA    3:0 

Finding the best weight loss program for your personality depends on what kind of dieter you are. You need to 

ask yourself if you like a lot of support or want to do it yourself, and if need someone to tell you what and when 

to eat. 

 

1/19/12   5pm    3:00 

There are hundreds of weight loss plans and diet books that promise to help you slim down. The challenge is 

finding the one that will work for you. 
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1/23/12   5pm    3:30 

The tough part about being a parent is there is no manual to help you do things right. You sort of have to wing it 

and hope for the best. But a growing number of parents are leaving nothing to chance to succeed from day one. 

Can over-parenting undermine your child's confidence? 

 

1/24/12   5pm    2:00 

Getting to a healthy weight can be a life-long struggle, especially when you have a lot to lose. That is why a 

growing number of Georgians are turning to weight loss surgery. 

 

1/24/12   GDA    2:30 

If you're at the point of trying gastric surgery to lose weight, which procedure should you choose? A recent 

study reports that gastric bypass resulted in faster, greater and more long-term weight loss than gastric banding. 

A bariatric surgeon explains what you need to know about the benefits and risks of these procedures. 

 

1/30/12   GDA    2:30 

A local woman lost her job and more than 100 pounds. She is now a personal trainer and teaches others how to 

stay fit. 

 

1/30/12   GDA    3:00 

Hawks team chef, Bradley Rouse, shares healthy recipes with us that he cooks for the Hawks players. 

 

1/30/12   5,10pm    2:30 

For most of her young life, Ahna Powers-Brekkie learned to live with a limp. But the Minnesota nine year old's 

life changed in the first grade with a cutting edge surgery to straighten out her foot. 

 

1/30/12   5pm    2:00 

We're already a month into the new year and many people are having trouble reaching their resolution goals. 

But a local woman wants to provide motivation to stick with it. After losing her job she decided to make some 

changes and it has impacted her life in a big way. 

 

1/31/12   GDA    3:00 

It's a new year and a brand new chance to finally get healthy. If that's your goal, you'll need a good plan. So, we 

enlisted some help from a workout pro and found some tips to get the new you off on the right foot. 

 

1/31/12   GDA    3:00 

A look at what's holding you back from achieving your goals. Fitness instructor and life coach Tammy Stokes 

gives advice on the mental aspect of losing weight, getting healthy, or achieving something important to you. 

 

2/1/12   GDA    3:00 

Dr. Kimberly Manning gives tips on food and drinks that you should take out of your child's diet. She does not 

give her kids juice. She says it's one of the best ways to make them fat. 

 

2/1/12   5pm    2:00  

A leading breast cancer charity is cutting connections with Planned Parenthood clinics around the country. The 

decision affects hundreds of thousand dollars in grants. 

 

2/1/12   5pm    4:30  

The stakes could not have been higher for Ashley Patton when she was rolled into the operating room. Patton 

was six months pregnant with twins when doctors made a terrifying discovery. A large blood clot was 

straddling the middle of her heart. 

 

2/1/12   6pm    2:00  

The catholic church wants an exemption from the new federal healthcare law. Church leaders say the mandate is 

in conflict with their religious beliefs. 
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2/2/12   5pm    3:50 

We diet, weigh-ourselves, feel hopeful. And then end up disappointed we haven't lost more. But a new 

documentary screening at Emory University challenges us to rethink our fixation with dieting and look beyond 

the scale. 

 

2/3/12   GDA    3:00 

Heart disease is still the number one killer of women. More women die of heart disease than the next five 

causes of death combined, including all forms of cancer. This means mothers, sisters and friends are dying at 

the rate of one per minute because they haven't seen their doctor or adopted the healthy habits that can 

significantly reduce their risk. 

 

2/6/12   5,10pm    4:15  

There is something almost mystical about the way our dogs seem to clue in to how we're feeling. If we're tired 

or sick, they sense it. And Children's Healthcare of Atlanta is so convinced dogs can help kids heal, they've 

added three dogs to their fulltime medical staff. 

 

2/7/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

Former Georgia Secretary of State Karen Handel is speaking out about her role in a controversial decision and 

her resignation from one of the nation's leading breast cancer charities. Handel resigned from the Komen for the 

Cure organization. Komen has seen an uproar over its decision to end future grants to Planned Parenthood. 

 

2/7/12   5pm    3:05  

It's a prickly question for parents. Your daughter is putting on some weight or looking much too thin. How do 

you handle it? Should you tackle the issue head on or just ignore it and hope things will get better on their own? 

The FOX Medical Team's Beth Galvin talked to doctors for advice. 

 

2/7/12   GDA    3:00 

Our cultural obsession with body image and being thin has pushed more and more teenagers and young people 

into dangerous eating disorders like anorexia and bulimia. A therapist who councils college students and 

families about eating disorders tells us what to watch for and how to talk to your own child about the problem. 

 

2/8/12   GDA    3:00 

Jimmy Peña is a New York Times best-selling author and is currently the exercise physiologist to LL Cool J, 

Mario Lopez and Tyler Perry. He's now releasing the book, "Prayfit: Your Guide to a Healthy Body and 

Stronger Faith." 

 

2/8/12   5,10pm    3:00  

If your child plays soccer, football, basketball, or any other contact sport, you've probably heard about the 

dangers of concussions. Experts think about a million Americans, 18 and under, suffer a concussion every year, 

many of them student athletes. That’s why some of Atlanta's top players are pushing Georgia schools to get 

tougher on concussions. 

 

2/9/12   5pm    3:45 

One of the frightening things about heart disease is it's often silent. For about 20% of people who suffer a heart 

attack, that is the first symptom. But would you know what to do if that happened to you or someone you care 

about? 

 

2/9/12   GDA    3:00 

What you need to know when you call 911. Questions you may be asked and things you may need to do to help 

out emergency crews. 

 

2/13/12   5pm    3:30 

It is one thing to hear about memory loss and dementia, it's quite another to live with them every day. A unique 

program gives family members of people with dementia a first-hand look at some of the challenges their loved 

ones face. 
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2/14/12   6,10pm    2:00  

A Locust Grove woman has marked her one year anniversary being cancer free, with a wedding. Shonda Sabari 

and her husband renewed their wedding vows in front of family and loved ones over the weekend. 

 

2/14/12   10,11pm   2:00  

A 13 year old Conyers girl is recovering at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta after receiving a new heart. But 

Erin Mcleod had to beat bone cancer to get the heart. 

 

2/15/12   5pm    2:00 

Cancer is a difficult diagnosis for anyone, but for a family who's just been told their six year old has a rare brain 

tumor, it seems hopeless. But a local family is determined to fight for a normal life for their little girl. 

 

2/15/12   GDA    2:30 

Beatrice was diagnosed with DIPG, Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma. It's a rare, aggressive and almost always 

terminal form of brain cancer. Bea and her family are struggling with managing her care and evaluating 

treatment choices, all of which are prohibitively expensive. The Cobb County community is rallying together to 

help raise money to help ease their burden. 

 

2/16/12   GDA    2:30 

Did you know that symptoms of indigestion and fatigue could be signs of heart trouble? Between juggling kids, 

a job and a home, many women and their health providers miss these clues. Heart disease can be silent 

particularly for women, and nearly 20% of all heart disease patients don't know they have it until they have a 

heart attack. 

 

2/16/12   5pm    2:45 

There is more concern tonight about arsenic. This time not in our apple juice, but in rice-based products like 

organic baby formulas and cereal bars. But are studies like this helpful to parents, or unnecessarily alarming? 

And how safe is baby formula? The FOX Medical Team has some answers. 

 

2/17/12   5pm    3:00 

Women are pretty good at taking care of everyone around them. But sometimes they don't take such good care 

of themselves. That may be especially true when it comes to heart disease, since women often don't realize 

they're at risk and may not pick up on the warning signs. 

 

2/20/12   5,10pm    3:30 

You've probably seen Children's Healthcare of Atlanta ads, featuring real kids talking about the pain of being 

overweight. Well, very soon you may see a billboard popping up with a very different message, this one 

challenging CHOA campaign. 

 

2/22/12   5pm    2:00 

It's not easy living out of a suitcase. But Tiffany and Brian Williams of Flowery Branch have grown used to 

hotel rooms and hospital stays. And now, they've hit the road again. This time, to Texas. They're banking 

everything they've got on a treatment that might be able to stop Michelle's cancer. 

 

2/22/12   10pm    2:00 

The leader of North Georgia's Catholics says he hopes civil disobedience won't be necessary. But Archbishop 

Wilton Gregory told FOX5 that if diplomacy fails with the Obama administration, the Archdiocese will defy the 

federal mandate that it provide free birth control to its employees. 

 

2/23/12   5pm    3:30 

Most of us don't know how we would react if our doctor said, "you have cancer." One Atlanta man has been 

there and stared down a diagnosis as bad as it gets, stage four lung cancer. But what he did with that news has 

made all the difference. 
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2/23/12   GDA    3:00 

What do you when the diagnosis is bad and doctors don't have much to offer? Jeff Wigbels, diagnosed with 

stage four lung cancer, started taking action immediately and now, years later, he's surviving. He shares the 

critical steps to take that could help you or a loved one beat the odds. 

 

2/24/12   5pm    3:30 

Hundreds of thousands of our military heroes are coming back from war only to find themselves on the front 

lines of a new battle at home. Nearly a third of all vets suffer from PTSD Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. But a 

Chicago area doctor thinks a treatment designed to block pain may by able to offer them some relief. 

 

2/24/12   10pm    2:00 

Georgia is one of the most competitive cheerleading states in the country. And as the stunts get bigger and the 

throws get higher some say the risks are growing, too. 

 

2/28/12   GDA    2:30 

IHOP and Children's Miracle Network are teaming up for National Pancake Day. FOX5's Mark Hayes and Miss 

Georgia will participate in a pancake stacking contest. Each pancake will be worth anywhere from $100 to $500 

each and whoever stacks the most pancakes, the franchisees will take the amount the winning stack is worth and 

give a check to Children's Miracle Network. 

 

3/1/12   GDA    2:30 

A local boy who has bone marrow cancer is getting support from his community. They've rallied behind him 

and found a match for him to have surgery which will take place this week.   

 

3/1/12   GDA    3:00 

A new study that followed Australian women who wore seriously high heels for years, shows exactly what 

those Loubotons are doing to your feet. And it isn't good. 

 

3/1/12   5pm    3:15 

If you look around, women's heels are getting higher and higher. And one local foot surgeon says if you don't 

give your feet a break, your shoe love could land you in a world of pain. 

 

3/2/12   5pm    3:00 

When you think about risky medical procedures, a sleep study probably doesn't come to mind. But Brandon 

Harris' family claims the screening test cost the 25 year old his life. And one state Senator is proposing tougher 

regulations for sleep centers across the state. 

 

3/6/12   5pm    2:30 

Research shows our memory starts slipping by about age 30. But, a new study shows you may be able to give 

your brain a boost by eating more fish. 

 

3/6/12   GDA    3:00 

A new study shows that a diet of fish and other foods rich in Omega-3 fatty acids helps the brain maintain 

memory and normal functioning. 

 

3/7/12   5pm    3:15 

Between all our gadgets and googling, it's getting harder and harder to just pay attention. But are our smart 

phones and laptops driving us to distraction? The FOX Medical Team has some answers. 

 

3/8/12   GDA    3:00 

Dr. Mark Hyman's explains his manifesto on how to end what he calls the "diabesity" epidemic. He says 

diabesity is a more comprehensive term to describe the continuum of health issues from optimal blood sugar 

balance towards insulin resistance and full-blown diabetes. 
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3/12/12   GDA    2:30 

Pediatric dentist Sonia Windham talks about recent studies showing that cavities in toddlers are on the rise. She 

gives advice on prevention and care for children's teeth. 

 

3/12/12   GDA    2:30 

Dr. Rovenia Brock is a nutrition coach. She is featured as a guest expert on The Dr. Oz Show titled, "The Worry 

Cure." Dr. Brock explains the importance of diet when it comes to effectively treating and dealing with anxiety. 

 

3/13/12   GDA    3:00 

Five tests all women should have: blood pressure, mammogram, pap smear, colonoscopy, bone scan. These 

diagnostic tests can be life-savers. 

 

3/13/12   5,10pm    2:00  

Kennesaw State University students are rallying around a fellow classmate in need. Richard Bland suffers from 

a serious kidney aliment and is in need of a transplant.  

 

3/13/12   5pm    2:00 

Between work and trying to look after our families, it's easy to forget about taking care of ourselves. But five 

simple tests can help women stay on top of their health. 

 

3/15/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

A state lawmaker says he will continue to push for passage of a measure aimed at reducing concussion injuries 

among young athletes. The Georgia House bill was scheduled for a vote last week, but stalled at the last minute. 

 

3/15/12   5pm    3:40 

Last fall, the deaths of two Georgia students made headlines. One was a 15 year old from Lawrenceville, the 

other a student at Kennesaw State University. Both young men died because of a food allergy. You probably 

don't think twice about popping a peanut in your mouth. But as the FOX Medical Team explains, for some, 

peanuts are deadly dangerous. 

 

3/15/12   10pm    2:00 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is coming out with a new advertising campaign to discourage 

people from smoking cigarettes. The graphic ads will start running Monday on the radio, television and in print. 

 

3/15/12   GDA    3:00 

Peanuts can be deadly to some kids, while to others they may cause only a mild rash. Whatever the severity, a 

peanut allergy means being constantly on the lookout for hidden sources of peanuts and that's not easy 

 

3/16/12   GDA    2:30 

St. Baldricks is a St. Patrick's Day fundraiser for childhood cancer research at Fadó Irish Pub & Restaurant. The 

pub sets up barber chairs and "shavees" commit to having their heads shaved. They get sponsorship money from 

family and friends. 

 

3/17/12   10pm     2:00 

Starting Monday you'll be seeing some disturbing advertisements about smoking. The CDC is starting a new 

shock campaign that features former smokers and their lives with smoking related diseases. 

 

3/19/12   5,10pm    3:30 

When you're a kid, the hospital can seem like a lonely and scary place. But at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta 

kids are using apps like "talking hippo" and "angry birds" to get through their treatment. 

 

3/20/12    GDA    2:30 

March is National Nutrition Month. The Georgia Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics will be hosting the second 

annual Dial-A-Dietitian event. The free event will allow people to call in to get their nutrition questions 

answered. 
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3/21/12   5pm    3:20 

When we suffer a setback like a sickness or injury, friends and family want to help. But sometimes they don't 

know how. A new website may change that. It allows patients to register for exactly what they need, just like a 

wedding registry. 

 

3/22/12   5pm    2:45 

Alzheimer's Disease doesn't only affect the elderly. People in their fifties, forties and even younger can show 

signs of early-onset Alzheimer's. But the problem is often missed in younger people. 

 

3/22/12   GDA    3:00 

Autism occurs on a broad spectrum of intensity, from subtle developmental problems to profoundly anti-social 

behaviors. Diagnosing and treating young children can be difficult, but an on-going study reported just last 

week that an eye-tracking test is breaking ground in solving that problem. 

 

3/23/12   5pm    2:00 

Multiple Sclerosis and Muscular Dystrophy affects hundreds of thousands of people. They can be debilitating 

conditions, causing paralysis in some cases. But occasionally there are devises that come along that make life a 

little easier. 

 

3/24/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A good samaritan donates a kidney to an eleven year old in need. It's an amazing sacrifice made even more 

special since this is the second time a stranger has helped this Acworth family. 

 

3/26/12   5pm    3:00 

There are few things more frustrating than lying in bed wide awake when the rest of the world is sound asleep. 

And one sleep specialist says what is on your dinner plate could be the culprit keeping you up nights. 

 

3/26/12   GDA    2:30 

Liz Josefsberg, a Weight Watchers representative, has advice on recharging your resolution to lose weight in 

time for summer. 

 

3/28/12   5pm    3:15 

Medical mistakes happen every day. Not just in hospitals and pharmacies. But right in your doctor's office or 

home. But there are things you can do to protect yourself and your family. You can start by being a more pro-

active patient. 

 

3/29/12   5,10pm    3:45 

The Centers For Disease Control and Prevention now says one in every 88 American children has autism. 

 

3/29/12   GDA    3:00 

Pediatricians all over Georgia say obesity is one of the biggest problems they see in patients, and talking about 

it with them is tough. So Children's Healthcare of Atlanta has been training doctors how to have those 

conversations with families. 

 

3/30/12   5pm    3:00 

It's a problem that's been brewing for nearly thirty years: Georgia has the second worst child obesity rate in the 

country just behind Mississippi. That's why Georgia doctors are going back to the classroom to learn new ways 

to tackle the problem. 

 

Homeless/Hunger 

1/10/12   GDA    2:30 

FOX5 and Kroger are teaming up to collect coats and blankets for needy people. 
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1/12/12   5pm    2:15 

A local man is trying to change the world one bar of soap at a time. He's taking what we consider trash, and 

turning it into a life-saving tool. 

 

1/13/12   5pm    :45 

The hungry and homeless will have a new place to enjoy a holiday dinner on Martin Luther King Jr. day. Hosea 

Feed the Hungry announced it's 11th annual holiday dinner would be held at the Georgia International 

Convention Center. 

 

1/16/12   5,6pm    2:00 

From hair cuts to a hot meal, thousands of needy metro Atlantans celebrated Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 

holiday. The event is the 11th annual feast hosted by Hosea Feed the Hungry. 

 

1/20/12   GDA    2:30 

FOX5 and Kroger are teaming up to collect coats and blankets for needy people. 

 

1/24/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

One of three children in Atlanta is considered poor. That's according to the organization Feed the Children. The 

organization partnered with local agencies to hand out 2,000 boxes of food to Atlanta families over the new few 

days. All the families were pre-selected and already have vouchers. 

 

1/31/12   6pm    :50 

Hundreds of people received the gift of new shoes today, thanks to donations from the community. Volunteers 

from Soles for Souls, along with Morehouse College and Kind Snacks helped to fit people at the Atlanta 

mission for new dress and casual shoes. 

 

2/2/12   6pm    :50  

Some Atlanta students teamed up with the group Stop Hunger Now for a special project to help needy children 

around the world. In celebration of Catholic Schools Week, students at St. Jude School packaged 10,000 meals 

in one day. 

 

3/31/12   10pm    :50 

Families looking for some help found it at Hosea Feed the Hungry. As part of the organization's regular 

community outreach efforts, Hosea Feed the Hungry handed out boxes of food and clothing to more than 300 

people. 

 

Weather/Disasters 

1/2/12   10pm    2:00 

There's never a good time for tornadoes and damaging storms to blow through. But for one family in Adairsville 

the storms that hit just before Christmas came at the worst time possible. They were already dealing with a 

tragedy that ripped their lives apart. In September they were hit head-on by an impaired driver. 

 

1/4/12   GDA    3:00 

Mechanic Eddie Ehlert talks about things we can do to keep our cars running warm through the cold winter 

months. 

 

1/8/12   10pm    2:30 

If you were here in Atlanta, you remember it well. The snow storm last January cancelled school for a week and  

brought motorists to a standstill. A year ago tomorrow, 3.7 inches of snow fell within just a few hours and the 

icy weather that followed only compounded the problems. 

 

1/21/12   6,10pm    2:30 

The rain has stopped, now the clean-up begins. Many metro Atlanta residents are now dealing with the rising 

rainwater. 
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1/23/12   6pm    2:00 

Two Atlantans aboard the cruise ship that ran aground near Italy, say they had no guarantee they would get off 

unharmed. But the friends had each other. 

 

2/6/12   GDA    1:30 

Good Day Atlanta's FOX5 Storm Team Meteorologist Joanne Feldman gives tips on ways to keep your family 

safe during severe weather. 

 

2/7/12   GDA    2:00 

Good Day Atlanta's FOX5 Storm Team Meteorologist Joanne Feldman gives tips on ways to keep your family 

safe during severe weather including the importance of a NOAA weather radio and smart phone apps. 

 

2/7/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

A Bartow County congregation is giving thanks, nearly a year after a tornado leveled their historic church. 

Members of The Church of the Covenant are preparing to move into a new building in Cartersville. 

 

2/8/12   5,6pm    2:30  

FOX5 went back to Ringgold today to talk with a couple of tornado victims who are bouncing back from the 

devastation. Families there say they are rebuilding but they are a long way from recovering. 

 

2/8/12   10pm    5:00 

Some safety experts in Alabama say their research challenges what we've always been told about how to protect 

ourselves in a tornado. They examined the fatality reports from last April's killer storms and they say people 

must do a better job of protecting their heads. 

 

2/8/12   GDA    1:30 

Good Day Atlanta's FOX5 Storm Team Meteorologist Joanne Feldman gives tips on ways to keep your family 

safe during severe weather. 

 

2/8/12   GDA    2:30 

Georgia Tech has a Storm Research Center in Smyrna. Researchers there are focused on enhancing early 

prediction of severe weather. 

 

2/9/12   GDA    1:30 

Good Day Atlanta's FOX5 Storm Team Meteorologist Joanne Feldman gives tips on ways to keep your family 

safe during severe weather. 

 

2/9/12   6pm    2:15 

Earlier we brought you a story about what you can do when a tornado threatens. We all know to get to an 

interior room on the ground floor, away from the windows. But researchers have now found that putting on a 

helmet to protect your head could also make a big difference. 

 

2/10/12   GDA    1:30 

Good Day Atlanta's FOX5 Storm Team Meteorologist Joanne Feldman gives tips on ways to keep your family 

safe during severe weather including what to do in case of flooding. 

 

2/11/12   6,10pm    2:30  

This bitter blast of winter weather is leaving its mark on metro Atlanta. Wind gusts up to 40 miles per hour have 

toppled dozens of trees. 

 

2/13/12    10,11pm   2:30  

Emergency Management offices in North Georgia are on stand-by, keeping a close eye on the weather 

conditions. 
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2/19/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Today members of a Bartow County church had their first worship service in their new church since a tornado 

destroyed it. The tornado touched down last spring, demolishing the historic building that used to be located in 

White Township. 

 

2/20/12   GDA    2:30 

The early and unusually warm weather in Georgia will mean more bugs. Allgood Pest Solutions explains about 

what to expect and how to deal with it. 

 

2/20/12   GDA    2:00 

Our lack of Winter means Spring allergies have already started for many people. We have advice from an 

allergy expert on how to cope and what the allergy season will hold.   

 

2/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The National Weather Service confirmed it was an EF-1 tornado that touched down near Rome leaving 

neighborhoods in shambles. The path of destruction stretched more than three miles wide with 50 to 100 homes 

damaged. That includes one house where a 73 year old woman died after suffering a heart attack when a tree 

fell on the home. 

 

2/24/12   5,6pm    2:30  

It's been a busy day for the FOX5 Storm Team. We tracked heavy rain and tornado warnings throughout the 

morning. And we're in for another big change tonight as the temperature plunges. Troup County took the first 

hit as the storms moved into Georgia. High winds and heavy rains battered areas both North and South of 

Lagrange. 

 

2/24/12   5pm    2:30  

Trees are down in several counties East of Atlanta where a lot of rain fell today. Two different storms brought 

high winds and damage from Covington to Greenville. 

 

3/2/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Floyd County residents are still cleaning up after a tornado. The EF-1 twister destroyed dozens of homes and 

businesses as it ripped through Rome last Wednesday. 

 

3/2/12   6,10pm    2:30  

The National Weather Service tells us an EF-3 tornado touched down in Haralson County late last night. A 

massive clean up is now going on there.  

 

3/3/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Paulding County was pummeled by last night's severe storms. GEMA says 41 homes were damaged, four were 

destroyed. The county airport suffered millions of dollars worth of damage. 

 

3/3/12   6pm    2:00 

People in Rockmart have begun the daunting task of cleaning up what's left after last night's storms. In one 

subdivision houses on one side of the street were leveled, while others were spared. 

 

3/3/12   6,10pm    2:00  

In Paulding County, Poole Elementary School suffered major damage. Cleanup crews are on campus picking up 

debris after part of the school's roof was ripped off by the storms. 

 

3/5/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Crews with the Georgia Emergency Management Agency are still assessing the damage from Friday's storms. 

At least 30 homes were destroyed and nearly 200 more were damaged when three tornadoes touched down in 

Haralson, Paulding, Cobb, Lowndes, and Lanier Counties. 
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3/2/12   10,11pm   3:30  

It has been a terrible day for some residents of Paulding County where more than a hundred homes were 

damaged in a storm. The county's airport is now facing millions of dollars in cleanup costs. And an elementary 

school lost part of its roof. 

 

3/6/12   6pm    2:00 

Now that the tornadoes have passed, its time for cleanup. Many storm victims say they've already been 

approached by contractors quoting them prices to clean up the mess. But as FOX5 reports, homeowners need to 

exercise caution. 

 

3/9/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Yet again mother nature has dispelled the myth that tornadoes don't hit mountains. You remember what a 

powerful tornado did to Ringgold in the North Georgia mountains last Spring. Well, in the mountains of North 

Carolina a tornado touched down a week ago tonight. 

 

3/9/12   5,10pm    2:45  

It's hard not to love the not-so-wintry weather lately. But the warm temperatures have left a lot of plants pretty 

confused. They're churning out pollen like it's May, not March. And Springtime allergy sufferers are feeling it. 

 

3/10/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Residents in parts of Paulding County cleaning up after last week's tornado, got some much needed help from 

their neighbors today. More than 300 volunteers pitched in to help homeowners clear debris from that powerful 

storm. 

 

3/14/12   GDA    2:30 

Prepping the outside your home for storms. Advice from a gutter specialist. 

 

3/18/12   10pm    2:30  

The beautiful weather has meant an early start to the pollen season. The pollen count today at nearly 4,000, 

means tough going for allergy sufferers. 

 

3/19/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

High pollen levels have made many people miserable with headaches, runny noses and watery eyes. We talked 

to allergy sufferers to see how they're coping and an allergist for advice on how to stop the pollen pain. 

 

3/19/12   GDA    2:30 

Dr. Stanley Fineman gives advices about how to handle the record breaking pollen count and the allergy 

symptoms that go with it. 

 

3/20/12    GDA    3:00 

Fleas, mosquitoes & ticks, oh my! The warm winter means mosquitoes, fleas and ticks will be more plentiful 

than usual this summer. Vets say if you haven't already started treating your pets, do it right now. 

 

3/20/12   5pm    3:15 

It's hard to complain about these 80 degree days in the middle of March. But if you have a pet, watch out. 

Veterinarians say they've seen pets covered in fleas for months now. 

 

3/27/12   5pm    2:15 

With this pretty weather many people are out and about at the park. And some of them are playing a bit too 

hard. Two days later you're paying for it with back pain, muscle aches, and bodies that feel twice as old as they 

are. 
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3/27/12   GDA    3:00 

The warm weather has everyone outside again gardening, doing home repairs, playing softball, biking, and 

running. And with the increase of activity comes a whole lot of pain. There are some simple exercises and 

stretches that could save you some pain. 

 

3/29/12   10,11pm   2:30 

There may be a downside to all the beautiful Spring weather we've been having. March is typically our wettest 

month but it's been dry and that could mean trouble for water levels at Lake Lanier. 

 

Government Operation and Organization 

 

        1/3/12, 1/9/12, 1/11/12, 1/17/12, 2/6/12, 2/13/12, 3/27/12   6&10pm    00:45:38 

        The I-Team investigates how the city of Atlanta awarded contracts for airport food and beverage vendors. 

        Critics charge political favoritism and are appealing the city’s decision. 

 

1/3/12   6pm    2:30 

Some Atlanta Public School parents made a plea to the Atlanta City Council. They do not want Grady High 

School shifted to a different district. They complain the move would cause them to lose representation for a 

school they fought hard to improve. 

 

1/5/12   5pm    2:00 

A coalition of groups is calling for a change in Georgia laws allowing police to seize personal property. They 

point to one woman's plight as an example of the problem. 

 

1/5/12   11pm    2:00 

Tonight, we got a sneak peek at Governor Nathan Deal's plans to balance the state budget. The governor wants 

to merge and eliminate some state departments. 

 

1/8/12   10pm    2:30 

Georgia lawmakers have a lot on their plate when the legislative session begins tomorrow. But tonight, as is 

customary, members of both parties got together on the eve of the session for the so-called Wild Hog Supper. 

 

1/9/12   5,6pm    2:30 

The 2012 Georgia General Assembly session is underway at the state capitol. Lawmakers say the first order of 

business is the economy and jobs. 

 

1/10/12   5pm    2:00 

Governor Nathan Deal is giving his firm support to regional transportation sales tax votes this summer. The 

governor outlined his transportation and tax plans at a big gathering of business leaders this morning. 

 

1/12/12   5pm    2:00 

The Tea Party movement and other groups are calling for stronger ethics laws in Georgia. They gathered at the 

state capitol to call for strict limits on gifts to lawmakers. 

 

1/13/12   5pm    2:00 

Governor Nathan Deal is considering a move to expand sales tax collections for online shopping. Many retailers 

do not have to collect state sales taxes for internet purchases. 

 

1/17/12   10,11pm   2:00 

There was a surprising outburst from a city council woman after demonstrators demand answers in the death of 

19 year old Ariston waiters. She sided with protestors, calling for an investigation into Waiters' killing, at the 

hands of a Union City police officer two months ago. 
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1/18/12   5,6pm    2:00 

Democrats in the Georgia senate are calling for a moratorium on new toll lanes in the state. This comes after a 

public outcry against interstate toll lanes in Dekalb and Gwinnett counties. 

 

1/19/12   5,6pm    2:30 

The state is taking steps to further reduce the toll rate, at least some of the time, on the controversial HOT lanes 

running through Gwinnett County. The changes were approved today and went into effect immediately. 

 

1/19/12   6pm    2:30 

Some City of Atlanta workers better beware. Big brother will be watching their activities from Atlanta City 

Hall. Tracking devices are being installed on every vehicle under a program that starts with the water bureau. 

 

1/22/12   5,10pm    2:00 

Newt Gingrich is turning the GOP race upside down after an upset victory in South Carolina. Many had 

believed Mitt Romney would cruise to a win. 

 

1/23/12   5pm    2:00 

Lawsuits in Georgia are trying to keep President Obama off the election ballot, claiming he is not a natural-born 

citizen. Late last week an administrative judge ruled the president should appear at a court hearing in Atlanta. 

 

1/23/12   6,10pm    2:30 

Republican presidential candidate Newt Gingrich is leading the polls in Florida, the next big contest this 

campaign season. And he's getting help from volunteers who traveled from Georgia to the Palmetto State. 

 

1/24/12   5,10pm    2:00 

The name calling continued today in Florida among the GOP candidates. Newt Gingrich called Mitt Romney, 

desperate. While Romney described Gingrich as a failed leader. Taking time off from the campaign trail, one of 

Gingrich's daughters is back home in Atlanta, and she sat down for a candid conversation with FOX5. 

 

1/24/12   5pm    2:00 

New legislation at the state capitol would strengthen Georgia's laws on dangerous and vicious dogs. Recent 

cases involving pit bull attacks are cited as reason enough to enact sweeping changes. 

 

1/24/12   11pm    2:00 

Angry neighbors of a Gwinnett County Airport say "no way" to expanding Briscoe Field. They're concerned 

about noise. But developers say it means big bucks for the community. 

 

1/26/12   5pm    2:00 

As expected, President Barack Obama was a no-show at a Fulton County court hearing about his citizenship. 

Three different groups are suing to get the president kicked off the ballot in Georgia. 

 

1/26/12   5,6pm    2:00 

State house democrats are calling for a repeal of Georgia's tough new law on illegal immigration. They say it is 

causing big problems for the state's economy. 

 

1/27/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

The city of Atlanta water department threatens to shut off water to a condo complex for a past due bill. We've 

also learned that one of the units in jeopardy is owned by an Atlanta city council member. 

 

1/30/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

So far, Newt Gingrich, Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum each have one primary win in the race for the 

Republican presidential nomination. So the stakes couldn't be higher in Florida. 
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1/31/12   5,6,10,11pm   3:00 

The biggest delegate prize yet in the GOP run for the White House is up for grabs tonight in Florida. A 

commanding win for Mitt Romney would put him back in the driver's seat as the favorite to win the republican 

nomination. 

 

2/1/12   6,10pm    2:30  

There are calls for tougher legislation for anyone convicted of hazing. A Georgia lawmaker wants to keep 

offenders out of Georgia schools. The move comes two months after FAMU drum major, Robert Champion 

from Dekalb County, lost his life in what police called a hazing ritual. 

 

         2/2/12, 2/14/12   6&10pm       00:21:08 

        The I-Team investigates questions about how the city awarded the airport contract for shuttle buses and how a 

         political friend of the mayor secured the business. 

 

2/2/12   6,10pm    2:00  

The purchase of a nearly $200,000 computer system is drawing criticism at Atlanta City Hall. Implementation 

has been marred by delays and some city council members complain the software doesn't work. 

 

2/6/12   6pm    1:15  

An important debate is going on right now over the future of disabled workers in Georgia. Thousands of people 

with disabilities believe they are caught in the middle of a power struggle between two state agencies. 

 

2/8/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Mitt Romney brought his campaign to Atlanta today. The former Massachusetts governor is here raising money 

and sharpening his statements against rivals Newt Gingrich and Rick Santorum. 

 

2/10/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

A proposed law in the state legislature would make it illegal to use photo editing technology to put the image of 

a person's face onto an obscene picture. The measure is a response to the case of a Georgia teenager. But now 

the bill's sponsor finds her own face has been the subject of photo editing. 

 

2/14/12   6pm    2:30  

There was an explosive meeting this afternoon at Atlanta City Hall. City council members were incensed when 

they learned of the allegations of a little girl who says her city swim instructor molested her. What makes it 

worse, is the allegation that rec center officials failed to notify police. 

 

2/15/12   5,10pm    2:00  

A state lawmaker wants to allow prosecutors to bring charges against parents who do not quickly report missing 

children. The bill was inspired by last year's acquittal of Casey Anthony on charges she murdered her daughter, 

Caylee, in Florida. 

 

2/15/12   6pm    2:00  

The Georgia General Assembly reaches its halfway point this week with no debate yet on ethics reform 

legislation. But lawmakers in both the House and Senate have filed bills to limit the lobbyist spending. 

 

2/16/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Major news is developing right now about the GOP race for president. A March first debate, scheduled to take 

place in Atlanta, has been canceled. The event fell apart when Mitt Romney and Ron Paul told organizers today, 

they would not be able to make the debate because of busy campaign schedules. 

 

2/16/12   5,6pm    2:00  

A Georgia lawmaker wants more restrictions on abortions. His proposed law is one of several anti-abortion bills 

introduced at the state capitol this session. 
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2/16/12   6pm    2:00 

Sweeping legislation at the state capitol aims to eliminate restrictions on guns. The bill would allow firearms to 

be carried in many new places including public school campuses. 

 

2/17/12   6,10pm    2:00  

A poster with an image of a young woman in a low cut top is stirring up controversy at Atlanta City Hall. The 

dispute over the picture has even engaged elected officials including Mayor Kasim Reed's office. The poster is 

part of the campaign to garner support for the upcoming sewer sales tax vote. 

 

2/17/12   6,10,11pm   2:30  

Coming home to what suddenly looks like a competitive Georgia primary, presidential hopeful Newt Gingrich 

made a campaign stop in Peachtree City tonight. He hopes his new message, a promise to lower gas prices to 

$2.50 will hit home with families struggling to make ends meet. 

 

2/18/12   6,10pm    2:30  

At three different campaign stops in Georgia today, Newt Gingrich said he thinks he will win Georgia on Super 

Tuesday, but added, in this GOP race there are no slam dunks. 

 

2/19/12   10pm    2:30  

For the first time since topping the national polls, GOP presidential candidate Rick Santorum was in Georgia. 

Speaking at a Forsyth County church, Santorum avoided two issues that have caused a stir recently: his 

criticism of President Obama's religious views and his opposition to birth control. 

 

2/20/12   5,6pm    2:00  

There is pressure on Newt Gingrich to win Georgia, the state he represented in congress for two decades. 

Today, his campaign opened a third office in the state to help boost support before Super Tuesday. 

 

2/20/12   5pm    2:00 

On this Presidents Day, advocates for ethics reform expect new legislation on lobbyist spending at the state 

capitol. Two ethics bills filed earlier stalled under the gold dome. 

 

2/22/12   5pm    2:00  

A Georgia lawmaker wants to ban vasectomies. Her bill is a pointed response to anti-abortion legislation. 

 

2/22/12   6pm    2:00 

Another Atlanta homeowner is now fighting city hall over an outrageous water bill for more than $7,000. The 

woman's family says they can't understand how an elderly, bedridden woman could accumulate such a high bill. 

 

2/23/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Atlanta water managers deny they're being heavy handed with the family of a 91 year old woman who received 

notice that her water would be cut off. The city has billed the elderly woman for accumulated charges of more 

than $7,000. 

 

2/24/12   5pm    2:00 

A new attempt is underway to legalize gambling on horse racing in Georgia. Supporters say the state would see 

a big economic boost and the Hope scholarship would benefit. But similar efforts in Georgia have failed in the 

past. 

 

       2/24/12, 2/28/12, 3/7/12, 3/9/12  6&10pm      00:34:46 

The I-Team investigates controversy surrounding the appointments of the adjutant general and assistant adjutant  

general including whether they were qualified for their positions and abuse of a military helicopter. 

 

2/26/12   6,10pm    2:00  

While Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum concentrate on Tuesday primaries in Michigan and Arizona, the latest 

polls show Newt Gingrich has opened up a lead here in Georgia. 
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2/26/12   6,10pm    :50 

Today Ron Paul supporters gathered for a rally to gear up for Super Tuesday. They gathered in Marietta Square 

eager to show their support for the long time Texas congressman. 

 

2/28/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

With his rivals in Michigan, Newt Gingrich is in Georgia right now trying to make sure he can count on this 

state for a win next week. 

 

2/28/12   6pm    2:00 

With the toll for the I85 HOT lanes running at $4.75 this morning, Georgia lawmakers say the state needs to put 

plans for future toll lanes on hold. The toll lanes have been in effect for more than four months and remain 

highly controversial. 

 

2/29/12   5pm    2:30  

With Michigan and Arizona's primaries now in their rearview mirrors, the GOP presidential candidates are 

focusing all of their attention on next week's Super Tuesday contests. And Georgia in particular is an important 

race for Newt Gingrich who hasn't been doing well in recent contests. 

 

2/29/12   5pm    2:00 

The Georgia House debated a measure placing new restrictions on abortions. The bill would put new limits on 

the amount of time a woman would have to abort a pregnancy. 

 

2/29/12   10pm    2:00 

Newt Gingrich spent his second straight day campaigning in Georgia, the biggest prize on Super Tuesday. The 

former Georgia congressman is hoping to win all or most of the state's 79 delegates next week. 

 

3/1/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:00  

The biggest prize on Super Tuesday was ground zero for the GOP presidential candidates today. Newt Gingrich, 

Rick Santorum, and Mitt Romney's wife Ann, were all in Georgia and all said their campaigns still have an 

excellent shot to win this state. 

 

3/1/12   6,10pm    2:00  

Talks are underway at the state capitol on the possibility of bringing back the popular sales tax holidays in 

Georgia. But there's a catch. Lawmakers could combine that step with a move to expand sales tax collections on 

internet purchases. 

 

3/5/12   GDA    3:00 

Will the religion or moral beliefs of the presidential candidates influence the way you vote? Religious members 

with the Higher Ground group give their opinions. 

 

3/5/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

In just over 12 hours the polls will open here in Georgia as the Super Tuesday contests get underway for the 

GOP presidential race. And tonight, a new InsiderAdvantage poll conducted for FOX5 shows Newt Gingrich 

holding a strong lead in this state. 

 

3/5/12   10,11pm   2:30  

The East Point city council has decided to hold off on changing the water rates, amid outrage from city 

residents. 

 

3/5/12   6pm    2:00 

Opponents of cell phone towers on school property say their legislation aimed at stopping campus towers has 

stalled at the state capitol. The issue is a big concern right now in Dekalb County where several schools have 

plans for towers. 
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3/6/12   5,6,10,11pm   10:00 

Tonight it's finally Georgia's turn as voters head to the polls for the Super Tuesday contests. Residents in 

Georgia and nine other states will be casting their votes for the four candidates vying for the GOP presidential 

nomination. 

 

3/7/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

It's Crossover Day at the state capitol and lawmakers are scrambling to keep their legislation on the agenda on 

this do-or-die day in the general assembly session. 

 

3/7/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The Republican campaign trail will stay crowded for at least another week, after Super Tuesday provided 

important wins but no knockout punches. 

 

3/7/12   6,11pm    2:30  

A warning tonight from Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed to recreation staffers. If they fail to act appropriately and 

keep children safe, they will be fired. 

 

3/7/12   6pm    2:30  

The state Senate has approved a bill mandating new requirements for Georgians who apply for food stamps. But 

last minute changes to the measure could limit its scope. 

 

3/8/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Democratic lawmakers and others say struggling families are threatened by proposed reductions in state 

unemployment benefits. A measure passed by the state Senate would limit the amount of time people can 

receive jobless benefits from 26 weeks to a range of 12 to 20 weeks depending on the state jobless rate. 

 

3/8/12   6,10pm    2:00  

Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed is ready to sign the concession contracts for Hartsfield-Jackson International 

Airport. But lawyers for companies that did not get selected, have asked a judge to block those contracts. 

 

3/8/12   6pm    :30  

New details have been released regarding the 2010 firing of former agriculture department employee, Shirley 

Sherrod. Emails obtained under the Freedom of Information Act show White House officials were closely 

involved in the decision to terminate her. USDA officials asked Sherrod to resign after an edited video of 

supposedly racist remarks surfaced on a conservative website. 

 

3/9/12   6,10pm    2:00  

A new state investigative board created to enforce Georgia laws on illegal immigration will review a complaint 

against the city of Atlanta. The complaint is the first one filed with the panel under Georgia's new law aimed at 

cracking down on illegal immigration. 

 

3/9/12   GDA    2:30 

The Cobb Library Foundation is facing budget cuts. They're trying to raise money to save libraries and 

programs with an upcoming Wild West Fest. 

 

3/13/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

This could be a defining night for the GOP presidential race as voters head to the polls in Mississippi and 

Alabama. Recent polls show Newt Gingrich, Mitt Romney, and Rick Santorum in a close race for first place in 

both states. 

 

3/14/12   5,10pm    2:00  

Opponents of allowing concealed weapons on college campuses and other areas took their cause to the state 

capitol today. They spoke against gun legislation that already faces an uncertain outcome in this year's general 

assembly session. 
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3/14/12   6pm    2:30  

An Atlanta city worker says she became seriously ill after she was told to work in a dirty city facility without an 

air mask. The employee was rushed to the hospital and diagnosed with a case of bacterial pneumonia. 

 

3/16/12   5,6,10,11pm   6:00  

President Obama is in metro Atlanta for a series of fundraising events. There's an African American leadership 

council gala at Tyler Perry's studios and then later tonight a private dinner at the media mogul's estate. 

 

3/16/12   6pm    2:30  

City council members in Atlanta say its time to renovate their offices. They want to tear down walls, install new 

carpeting and create what they call, a high efficiency space. But taxpayers worry the renovation bill will be too 

high. 

 

3/19/12   6,10pm    2:30  

The tab continues to grow for Atlanta taxpayers. City leaders have just settled more lawsuits stemming from 

improper police actions which included strip searches on the street in broad daylight. 

 

3/19/12   10pm    2:30  

After weeks of heated debate, East Point city council members finally decided to reduce utility rates. But some 

say this reduction won't bring savings at all. 

 

3/20/12   5pm    2:00 

The state house approved big changes today to the taxes we pay. You could see the results when you shop on 

the internet or renew you car tags. 

 

3/21/12   5pm    2:00 

At the state capitol, an unusual coalition has joined together to fight a measure that could affect bank lending. 

Opponents include tea party activists who have lined up against land developers. 

 

3/22/12   5,6pm    2:00  

A big tax overhaul cruised through the Georgia assembly. Republican leaders unveiled the bill Monday and it 

received final approval today. 

 

3/22/12   6pm    2:00 

City officials head off to China tomorrow, trying to woo international investors to Atlanta. But critics have 

raised some eyebrows because a third of the city council will make the costly trip. 

 

3/26/12   5pm    2:00 

The state Senate debated a bill placing new limits on abortions in Georgia. The proposed law moved toward 

final votes with just a few days left in this year's legislative session. 

 

3/27/12   5pm    2:00 

A new effort will be made to place limits on lobbyist spending at the state capitol. It involves pledges by 

candidates who will be on this year's election ballot. 

 

3/27/12   6pm    2:00 

With time running out for this year's legislative session, efforts continued to expand gun rights in Georgia. At 

the same time, calls were made to repeal Georgia's so-called Stand Your Ground law in the wake of the Trayvon 

Martin shooting in Florida. 

 

3/28/12   5pm    2:00 

One group says church pastors across the state have committed to repealing Georgia's Stand Your Ground Law. 

But backers of the measure say the state law on self-defense has no connection to the Florida shooting of 

teenager Trayvon Martin. 
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3/28/12   6,10pm    2:30 

A facility that serves the disabled is battling Atlanta city hall and an adjacent neighborhood over a road 

controversy. The Frazer Center fears city council action could effectively shut them down, but homeowners say 

forty MARTA buses rolling through their neighborhood makes it unsafe. 

 

3/28/12   6pm    2:00 

The Georgia general assembly prepares to wrap up this year's legislative session. Lawmakers finished their top 

priority by approving a new state budget. But other issues remain unresolved. 

 

       3/28/12, 3/29/12  6&10pm        00:13:42 

       The I-Team investigates questions allegations of a secret arrangement and cash payments to a city airport   

       manager from a relative who was permitted to run an airport shuttle. The city put the manager on administrative 

       leave pending an investigation. 

 

3/29/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Georgia lawmakers are bringing this year's legislative session to a close. The general assembly's last day will 

likely continue into the night. 

 

Family/Youth/Student 

1/1/12   10pm    2:30 

The Atlanta braves are mourning along with the family of the team's top trainer. A terrible crash downtown 

killed the wife of head trainer Jeff Porter. The person behind the wheel of the car that slammed into Porter and 

his family was a state trooper on his way to a police chase. 

 

1/2/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

An Atlanta woman wants answers and closure in her mother's missing persons case. Two decades after she 

disappeared, her mother's remains have now been found and identified, but she says she still has questions. 

 

1/3/12   5,6pm    2:30 

An elderly woman missing for more than 24 hours has been reunited with her family. Gwinnett County police 

say 72 year old Chong Peterson disappeared from her son's Suwanee home Monday afternoon. She was found 

wandering in her backyard this afternoon. 

 

1/3/12   10pm    2:30 

We were at Central Gwinnett High School tonight as the school's basketball team and fellow students 

remembered one of their own. Jerry Coleman was a standout basketball player who died December 19th after a 

routine dental procedure. 

 

1/5/12   GDA    2:30 

There is an upcoming drive for prom dresses for underprivileged teens. The teens will also get styling and a 

makeover in addition to the dress. 

 

1/6/12   5pm    2:00 

One organization is making prom dreams come true for families having trouble affording a dress. Operation 

Prom is dressing girls in style. 

 

1/8/2   6,10pm    2:30 

Gwinnett County police are investigating a deadly crash involving a teenage driver. The crash killed 17 year old 

Hope Mckenzie and a 20 year old man last night in Snellville. 

 

1/9/12   5pm    2:30 

Within the last hour, friends gathered to remember two Gwinnett County teens that lost their lives in a car 

accident over the weekend. 
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1/9/12   GDA    2:30 

Jonathan Pahlas, a UGA grad student, was randomly selected among thousands of entries as part of Allstate's 60 

Seconds of Mayhem sweepstakes. The contestants kick a field goal at the halftime of the championship game in 

front of 80,000 fans to win a new RV, boat, motorcycle and $30,000.00 towards a home makeover. 

 

1/10/12   GDA    2:30 

A local girl became a sensation with a song called Tutus and Tennis Shoes. The seven year old has had tens of 

thousands of hits on YouTube and performs at local events. 

 

1/10/12   5,6pm    1:30 

The parents of Florida A&M drum major Robert Champion held a news conference today. They say the 

company that owns the bus where their son was beaten to death should be held liable. 

 

1/10/12   5pm    2:30 

She may only be seven years old, but an Atlanta girl is already proving to be a big star on YouTube. And her 

adorable anthem called "Tutus & Tennis Shoes" is inspiring a new dance craze. 

 

1/18/12   5pm    3:30 

It's a issue a lot of us will face. As our parents get older, they often need help with things like remembering to 

take their medication or to eat every few hours. But how do you know when it's time to think about hiring 

someone to come in and help out? 

 

1/18/12   5pm    1:50 

Getting your child to read a book isn't always easy. but a local program is providing the necessary 

encouragement by using some four-legged friends. 

 

1/19/12   5pm    2:20 

Preserving family history can be difficult. With everything going on in people's lives it can be hard to find a 

moment to sit down and talk with loved ones about the past. But one organization is trying to change that. Story 

Corps is helping families record those precious memories. 

 

1/19/12   GDA    2:30 

Since 2003 Story Corps has collected and archived more than 35,000 interviews from more than 70,000 

participants. Each conversation is recorded on a free CD to share and is preserved at the American Folk life 

Center at the Library of Congress. It's a unique way to preserve family history. 

 

1/24/12   6,10pm    2:00 

A nine year old Jonesboro boy is being hailed a hero after saving his brother's life. Malik Gipson performed the 

Heimlich maneuver on his little brother, when the child started choking on a piece of candy. 

 

1/24/12   GDA    2:30 

Lawrenceville Elementary School has a program called Bags of Hope. Every Friday they send home bags of 

necessities to more than 51 families who are considered homeless. The donations come from teachers, staff, and 

students.   

 

1/25/12   5pm    2:45 

If you think becoming a parent has taught you about unconditional love, just wait until you become a 

grandparent. But taking care of a newborn can be a challenge when you haven't done it for 30 years. So, a 

growing number of grandparents are going back to school to brush up on their skills. 

 

1/26/12   5pm    2:50 

All couples hit a few bumps in the road. You're arguing a little more, laughing at each others jokes a little less. 

But, it's not whether you fight, but how you fight that can make or break your relationship. 
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1/26/12   6,10pm    2:00 

The mother of a ten month old child says her son might have died if it weren't for the quick action of a total 

stranger. That stranger was working at a CVS drug store in Lagrange when she heard the mother scream for 

help, because her baby wasn't breathing. 

 

1/26/12   10,11pm   2:00 

A community is in shock after a young high school coach dies suddenly. Ryan Daniel coached at Buford High 

School for the past five years. 

 

1/26/12   GDA    2:30 

Ever worry that problems in your marriage or long-term relationship may be causing irreparable harm? 

Marriage therapist Dr. Mark Crawford outlines the warning signs you need to pay attention to, and what to do if 

you're seeing these red flags. 

 

1/27/12   GDA    2:30 

January is National Mentoring Month. The Youth Villages Inner Harbor Campus, located in Douglasville, has a 

great need for mentors, especially male mentors to serve as role models for children with emotional, behavioral 

or mental health issues. As well as children who have been abused or neglected and are receiving help at the 

campus. 

 

1/30/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:30 

The Florida Highway Patrol is investigating a devastating crash along I75 that killed ten people and injured 

more than 18. Five people from Cobb County were killed, including a Sprayberry High School Junior. 

 

1/31/12   6,10pm    2:30 

Atlanta police picked up a 13 year old boy seven times for skipping school. No matter how many times they 

placed the child in the back of a patrol car, he wouldn't listen. But authorities made his mother pay attention by 

locking her up for her child's truancy. 

 

2/1/12   6pm    2:30  

An immigration attorney says the sole teenage survivor of a deadly crash will not be forced to leave the country 

because her family was here illegally. 15 year old Lidiane Carmo learned yesterday her family died in a fiery 

pileup on I75 near Gainesville, Florida this weekend. 

 

2/1/12   10,11pm   2:30  

More than 300 students gathered at Sprayberry High School to honor and remember classmates who were 

involved in a deadly car pileup in Florida. Pastor Jose Carmo and four family members died in the crash. 

Sprayberry High School student Lidiane Carmo was the only survivor. 

 

2/2/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

Country music star Zac Brown is building a 500 acre camp for special needs kids. Brown tells FOX5 that he 

dreamed of such a place for kids long before his music career took off. 

 

2/3/12   GDA    2:30 

Extra Special People, a Watkinsville based nonprofit group that serves children with disabilities and their 

families through summer camps and a variety of activities, will host its fifth annual Big Hearts Pageant. 

Pageants are opportunities for young people with special needs to get dressed up, show off and have fun. 

 

2/7/12   GDA    3:00 

Each year the program called Bert's Big Adventure selects a small group of deserving children with chronic or 

terminal illness in the Atlanta area to experience Walt Disney World with their families for the very first time. 

This year marks the program's 10th anniversary. 

 

2/9/12   5pm    2:15 

A community is reaching out to a military family as their wounded soldier returns home. Volunteers are helping 

renovate their home. 
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2/9/12   GDA    2:30 

Volunteers from Home Depot and Operation Homefront will return to the home of a U.S. veteran to transform 

his yard making it an accessible space where he can spend time with his wife and their two children. 

 

2/9/12   GDA    2:30 

If you want to ditch the groceries and cooking, you can go out to eat with kids, and still save a lot of money. We 

show you how to search for places where kids eat free and cheap. 

 

2/13/12   GDA    2:00 

A local musician was injured by a drunk driver after a concert last year. He's still recovering and has a trache, 

but still managed to record a song in tribute to his wife.   

 

2/13/12   GDA    3:00 

Relationship expert Dr. Ish Major has advice on how to find a soul mate. 

 

2/13/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The memorial for a Cobb County family killed in a fiery crash is now underway. The Carmo family was 

returning from a church conference last month when their vehicle was involved in a multi-car pile-up in Florida. 

Only one family member survived. 

 

2/13/12   10,11pm   2:30  

He's being called a hero. An off-duty police officer raced to help a baby who had stopped breathing. 

 

2/14/12   5pm    2:00  

This Valentines Day, wedding bells rang for more than 70 couples. From ten this morning until four in the 

afternoon, Gwinnett Magistrate Judges performed marriage ceremonies and vow renewals free of charge. 

 

2/14/12   5pm    3:00 

We often talk about what makes relationships go bad. But it's Valentine's Day, so we're going to talk about what 

makes relationships go right. And the big question is what are happy couples doing that keeps them going 

strong? 

 

2/14/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A Hall County marine is fighting for his life. Private First Class Sean Adams was critically injured in 

Afghanistan. His family will finally get to see him in the morning. 

 

2/14/12   GDA    2:30 

Kidsignments is a bi-annual consignment sale where you can find clothes, toys, and books for kids of all ages. It 

involves 1,400 sellers and fills two huge buildings at the Gwinnett County Fairgrounds. 

 

2/14/12   GDA    3:00 

Some marriages last for decades and Dr. Mark Crawford says there are five key reasons why those couples are 

able to stick together. We've talked a lot about relationship troubles, now it's time to pat yourself on the back for 

what you're doing right! 

 

2/15/12   GDA    2:00 

The Creekside High School relay team is the fastest in Georgia and the 5th fastest in the country. 

 

2/15/12   GDA    2:30 

Stone Summit is an indoor rock climbing facility that attracts people of all ages, from beginners to experienced 

climbers. It's a great way to have fun with the family and get in shape. 

 

2/15/12   5pm    2:00  

A Hall County marine fighting for his life now has his family by his side. Private First class Sean Adams was 

critically injured in Afghanistan. Today, his family traveled to Washington, D.C. to be at his bedside. 
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2/15/12   5pm    2:30 

If you want to re-energize your relationship, why not team up and exercise together? One Tucker couple 

discovered working out can work wonders on a marriage. 

 

2/16/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

The mother of a little girl who turned up missing from an Atlanta rec center says she's afraid to let her children 

go back to the facility. FOX5 was the first to tell you about the four year old that walked out of the Pittman 

Center without any adult realizing she was gone. 

 

2/16/12   5pm    2:00  

An Atlanta man is in the hospital after rescuing his five children from his burning home. The fire started 

overnight in an apartment complex off Hardee Street. 

 

2/16/12   5pm    1:40 

It is no surprise a child's eyes light-up when hearing the news that they are headed to Disney World. But for one 

very special group of kids the notion also sparks fireworks. This Disney Trip is a great adventure that they 

thought they would never take and it's one they will never forget. This is truly a whole new world for these kids 

surrounded by everything magical. They're part of a charity called Bert's Big Adventure. 

 

2/16/12   5pm    2:00  

How many times do our children start activities only to lose interest and want to quit? A group of local friends 

proved they have the determination to finish what they start. Ten friends were determined to become Eagle 

Scouts. And they are finally reaching their goal. 

 

2/16/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A family restaurant is desperately trying to keep the peace amid complaints about unruly, sometimes screaming 

children. They are putting a warning on their menus that if a child acts up, they must leave the restaurant. 

 

2/16/12    GDA    2:30 

A group of 10 boys entered Cub Scouts together in 2002 and stayed together throughout Boy Scouts. As a 

"patrol" they made a pact to see each other through to the rank of Eagle, and on February 19th the last of them 

will reach that goal. 

 

2/17/12   5,6pm    2:00  

More than a dozen students who were injured in a morning bus crash are recovering at home tonight. 16 

students and their bus driver were hurt when the bus swerved and flipped onto its side. 

 

2/20/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:00  

A five year old boy is recovering tonight from injuries he suffered when a neighbor's dog attacked him. It 

happened Friday in Banks County. 

 

2/21/12   10pm    2:30  

In Cherokee County, children are learning how to protect themselves in dangerous situations. The class is being 

offered just two months after the murder of seven year old Jorelys Rivera at her Canton apartment complex. 

 

2/22/12   GDA    2:30 

Georgia's Caring Queen Project: Girls in North Georgia who have won pageants are working on a project called 

Emergency Furlough Relief. They will  be collecting donations to be used toward paying public safety workers 

for days they are required to take off as furlough days. The goal is to pay a full days wage to a public safety 

worker each month. 

 

2/22/12   GDA    2:30 

Gigi's Playhouse: A new free center for children with down syndrome in midtown Atlanta. They provide 

speech, physical and occupational therapy. The goal is to teach the kids to live independent lives. 
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2/27/12   GDA    2:30 

A group of mothers in Dunwoody and Roswell started a group called Pebble Tossers. It coordinates volunteer 

projects for kids at birthday parties and also encourages kids and families to volunteer at any time. 

 

2/28/12   GDA    3:00 

Young "tween" girls are posting videos of themselves online asking, "Am I pretty?" or "Am I ugly?" It's a 

growing and disturbing trend. One girl's video has had 3.5 million hits. 

 

2/28/12   5pm    2:30  

A ten year old boy is recovering after accidentally setting himself on fire. The freak accident happened while 

the Tallapoosa 4th grader was playing outside. 

 

2/28/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Heat related deaths among football players have gone up dramatically in the last 15 years. And according to 

UGA researchers, Georgia has more heat related deaths than any other state in the country. 

 

2/28/12   5pm    3:00 

Teens and tweens often struggle with questions about whether they're smart enough or pretty enough. Now 

some teens are turning to strangers on the internet for answers, asking "am I pretty or am I ugly?" It's a 

disturbing YouTube craze that will likely have emotional and physical consequences for young girls. 

 

3/5/12   5pm    2:00 

Mothers across the state staged a "nurse-in" today. Some took their fight for new breastfeeding laws directly to 

the state capitol. 

 

3/5/12   5pm    3:50 

It's March and by now thousands of Georgia families are already making plans for summer camp. It's a yearly 

ritual that gives kids a chance to get away from Mom and Dad and try some new things. For one camp director, 

the life lessons she learned at camp have helped her through the toughest challenge of her life. 

 

3/5/12   GDA    2:30 

A statewide "nurse-in" is scheduled to establish better protection for breastfeeding mothers in Georgia.  

 

3/5/12   GDA    2:30 

Becca's Closet is a national, non-profit organization that donates formal dresses to high school girls who are 

unable to afford to purchase them. Becca's Closet also awards scholarships to deserving high school students. 

 

3/8/12   GDA    2:30 

During his lunch time at school, Brookwood High School Junior Jordan Randles set up shop in the school's 

commons area to shed light on a good cause. Jordan, who has Asperger's, is selling blue light bulbs in support 

of World Autism Awareness Day. 

 

3/11/12   10pm    2:30  

It's a big burden for a Loganville toddler, dragging an oxygen tank around to breathe. But now that three year 

old is getting some help from what her parents call a four-legged lifeline. That lifeline is a dog with a special 

duty , helping Alida Knobloch breathe. 

 

3/12/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A senior prank takes a destructive turn, now nearly two dozen students face felony charges. Police say the teens, 

armed with spray paint, vandalized the school and a nearby subdivision. 

 

3/12/12   5pm    3:15 

Every six minutes a child ends up in the emergency room because of a stair-related injury. And most kids are 

hurt, not on the playground or in school, but in their own homes. So what can you do to protect your children? 

The FOX Medical Team has some answers. 
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3/13/12   6pm    2:00 

A Stone Mountain mother is desperate to find her 19 year old son. Derrick Linkhorn has been missing for five 

days. He didn't return home from school March 8th. 

 

3/13/12   10pm    2:30  

We have good news to report about a missing couple with dementia. They are safe and sound tonight, found a 

little more than an hour ago. The couple had been missing for a day and a half and logged hundreds of miles as 

police tracked their every move. Their son says he plans to take away their car keys, for good. 

 

3/13/12   10,11pm   2:30  

The group of East Paulding High School students facing criminal charges for allegedly vandalizing their school 

and other property, took time out for some clean-up duty tonight. One of the parents tells us it's an effort to say 

they're sorry for acts that landed them in jail. 

 

3/13/12   GDA    2:30 

The Legoland Discovery Center is an interactive play space made of legos opening at Phipps Plaza in Atlanta. It 

offers an educational voyage for families with children ages 3-10. 

 

3/13/12   GDA    2:30 

The search is on once again for Atlanta's most photogenic baby of 2012. This annual event raises between 

$10,000-$20,000 each year for Children's Healthcare of Atlanta. 2012 marks the 20th year. 

 

3/14/12   5pm    3:50 

It's one thing to tell kids they need to eat better, or get outside and exercise more. But kids learn by doing. So a 

new program throws the lectures out the window and tries a fresh approach. 

 

3/15/12   GDA    2:30 

The musical, The Grim Twins, highlights the importance of inclusion, acceptance, and family support. It 

encourages children to accept the differences in others and to find a creative outlet to express their emotions. 

 

3/16/12   GDA    2:30 

A Paulding County preschooler gets a surprise birthday visit from her father who has been deployed for all of 

her birthdays since she was born. 

 

3/16/12   5,10pm    2:30  

A Barnesville cab driver was murdered and now authorities have one man in custody for the killing. John 

Dixson was reported missing Thursday night. This morning investigators located his body, dumped on the side 

of the road. 

 

3/16/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A day after a jury found Hemy Neuman guilty but mentally ill in the murder of Rusty Sneiderman, the district 

attorney says the case is not closed. Robert James told FOX5 that he is carefully examining evidence from the 

trial to determine whether the victim's widow, Andrea Sneiderman, could face criminal charges in her husband's 

murder. 

 

3/16/12   5,11pm    2:00  

Employees at a Buckhead salon are still talking about a hair raising experience that has police looking for a 

gunman. Detectives say a man pulled out a weapon to solve a hair dispute. 

 

3/16/12   5pm    2:00 

While serving your country can be a rewarding experience, it also often causes you to miss some important 

milestones in your life. A local soldier knows that all too well, after never being home to celebrate his little 

girl's birthday. But that is all changing today. 
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3/20/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Grief counselors have spent the day at a Fulton County middle school to help students and staffers deal with a 

tremendous loss. A multi-vehicle crash killed Sandtown Middle School teacher Shireen Hanyes not far from the 

school. 

 

3/21/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

A 17 year old is in jail accused of making terroristic threats against fellow students on his Facebook page. 

 

3/21/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Grief counselors are working to help students and teachers mourning the sudden death of a Fulton County 

teacher. Shireen Haynes died in a crash allegedly caused by a 16 year old driver who was not supposed to be 

behind the wheel alone. 

 

3/22/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

It was a frightening moment for a Clayton County father. He says his 18 month old son wandered away from 

his daycare center. Now police are trying to figure out how it happened. 

 

3/22/12   10pm    3:30 

We don't fully understand how the brain works. Why some, like the boy in the FOX show Touch, develop 

extraordinary mental abilities. And why others struggle just to connect with those around them. But autism 

researchers believe a child's eyes may reveal some of the brain's hidden mysteries. 

 

3/26/12   GDA    2:30 

A local nine year old has become a star on YouTube, rapping about positive messages. He is now shooting a 

video about "stop, drop, and roll" with the Atlanta Fire Department. 

 

3/29/12   5pm    2:30 

Hall County school officials suspect a senior prank may be behind an incident that sent more than a dozen 

people to the hospital. 14 students and one custodian from Johnson High School reported a troublesome rash 

that left them scratching feverishly. 

 

3/29/12   10,11pm   2:30 

It was a senior prank that ended with some students behind bars and now the class president, who is also the 

valedictorian, has been suspended for the rest of the year. East Paulding High School released surveillance 

video tape showing the students spray painting the pavement and the school walls. 

 

3/30/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Two young girls were rushed to the hospital after a pit bull attack in Clayton County. Neighbors say the two are 

sisters who were walking home from school when they were attacked by the dog. 

 

3/31/12   6,10pm    2:30 

A Griffin family is mourning the loss of a soldier who had only been serving in Afghanistan for a month. But 

that's not the most heart wrenching part of his death. 20 year old specialist Johnathon Davis was about to be a 

father. His wife is eight months pregnant. 

 

Crime/Violence 

 

1/1/12   10pm    2:30 

The new year begins with a horrifying mystery in Forsyth County. Skeletal remains were found this weekend, 

bones that have been there more than five years, according to investigators. 

 

1/3/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

The total number of syringes found inside clothing at a North Georgia Wal-Mart is now up to 15. But the two 

most recent cases are a bit different than the others. 
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1/4/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

We're getting our first look at a woman who allegedly tried snatch a newborn from a Clayton County hospital. 

She's accused of trying to kidnap a newborn baby from Southern Regional Medical Center in Riverdale. 

 

1/4/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

A Georgia Tech student is ambushed by a gunman at a downtown Atlanta parking deck. Police say Jeffrey 

Portman and a friend were held up as they got out of their cars at the Tenside Apartments. 

 

1/4/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

There is new information in the police-involved shooting death of a 19 year old man. Ariston Waiters was shot 

and killed by Union City police last month. His family met with the Fulton County District Attorney today. 

 

1/4/12   10,11pm   2:00 

There was raw emotion inside a courtroom in Dekalb County today, during the trial of a woman whose dogs 

mauled a young girl almost two years ago. Erin Ingram was eight years old when she lost part of her arm in the 

attack. A frantic call to 911 played in court, conveyed the savagery of the attack. 

 

1/5/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Tonight we hear from the mother of a two day old baby nearly kidnapped from Southern Regional Hospital. 

Jas'mere Brown says she thought the woman taking her daughter was a nurse and didn't realize anything was 

wrong until hospital alarms went off. 

 

1/5/12   6,10pm    2:00 

Jurors are one step closer to deliberating the fate of a woman whose dogs viciously mauled a little girl. 

Prosecutors say Tawonne Vaughn failed to properly restrain her dog. The attack that followed left Erin Ingram 

permanently scared. 

 

1/5/12   11pm    2:00 

Fed up with crime, a community is banding together to take back their streets after a pastor and many others are 

victims of a rash of car break-ins. 

 

1/6/12   5,6pm    2:30 

The hospital employee who police say stopped a 19 year old from stealing a baby from the maternity ward is 

telling his story. Jas'mere Brown and her daughter Khloe were reunited after a kidnapping scare at Southern 

Regional Hospital. 

 

1/6/12   5,6,11pm   2:30 

A Dekalb County jury spent the afternoon deliberating  the fate of Tawonne Vaughn, the owner of two dogs 

accused of attacking a little girl two years ago. Before jurors started deliberating, they heard a gut-wrenching 

911 call for a second time. 

 

1/7/12   10pm    2:30 

Thieves target one East Atlanta community, breaking into multiple homes and cars in a week's time. Neighbors 

say they're fed up and are taking action. 

 

1/9/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

A woman convicted in a dog attack case in Dekalb County has now started serving her sentence. Twonne 

Vaughn surrendered to authorities today after a jury found her guilty on all charges on Friday. Vaughn's two 

dogs attacked little Erin Ingram two years ago, severely and permanent injuring the girl. 

 

1/9/12   10,11pm   2:30 

It was a warning spread over a popular social networking site. A Cherokee County eighth grader reportedly 

planned to bring a gun to school. The scare happened at Dean Rusk Middle School in Canton. 
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1/9/12   6,10pm    2:30 

If you miss a court date you better have a good excuse for the judge. Army Sergeant Jeffrey Benoit said he was 

in Iraq serving his country and that is why he was delayed taking care of his car tag. Sergeant Benoit believes 

the city of Morrow failed to take that into account. His fines and penalties have grown to more than $1,500. 

 

1/10/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

A Dekalb County community is gripped by tragedy. A popular convenience store clerk was shot and killed 

during an armed robbery. It happened at a BP gas station in Ellenwood. 

 

1/11/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Three people are in jail, charged with a brazen armored car robbery at a Hall County Wal-Mart. Police say they 

chased the suspects for miles from Oakwood to a Suwanee neighborhood when their car crashed into a creek. 

 

1/11/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

We have new information in the search for the gunmen who killed a popular convenience store clerk in 

Ellenwood. Damodar Pathak was shot during an armed robbery at a BP gas station. Police have released 

surveillance photos of two men they'd like to talk to in connection with the crime. 

 

1/11/12   5pm    2:00 

Cobb County police arrested a teenager who they say broke into a bank. The 14 year old touched off a tense 

situation in the early morning hours. 

 

1/11/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

Snellville police are trying to track down an aggressive robber who's targeting convenience stores. Police 

released surveillance video, hoping someone will recognize the man. 

 

1/11/12   6pm    2:30 

Detectives are canvassing an Atlanta neighborhood looking for clues in the murder of 33 year old Damon 

Brittain. He was killed while walking his dog last month. 

 

1/12/12   5pm    2:00 

We have the video of a wild shooting inside a Cobb County store. And now the hunt is on for the gunman. 

 

1/12/12   10,11pm   2:30 

A young boy comes home from school to find his parents dead. Police say it happened on Hamlin Trace in 

Riverdale. They're calling it a murder-suicide. 

 

1/12/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Atlanta police are sending a warning to parents of school aged children after they say a man tried to abduct a 

young girl on her way to school this morning. The student described the suspect for investigators and police 

released a sketch. 

 

1/13/12   6pm    2:30 

There's a nationwide search for a fugitive who escaped from custody in Cumming, Georgia. U.S. Marshals have 

been looking for Marcus Tillman for the last several years. 

 

1/13/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Days after a popular Dekalb County convenience store clerk was gunned down, police say they have a suspect. 

52 year old Earlin Turner is under arrest, accused of killing the clerk. 

 

1/13/12   GDA    3:00 

ICE Special Agent in Charge Brock Nicholson and FBI Special Agent in Charge Brian Lamkin talk about 

Human Trafficking Awareness Month. Atlanta and Georgia are at the forefront of such trafficking in the nation 

because of the location, transportation, and diverse population. 
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1/15/12   10pm    2:00 

U.S. Marshals in metro Atlanta say a tip to America's Most Wanted led to the capture of  two fugitives this 

weekend. The men who are now behind bars for murder, had been on the run more than two years. 

 

1/16/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Another protest is being planned in Union City over a deadly police involved shooting. Last month 

demonstrators threw a brick through a jail window and burned an American flag. 

 

1/17/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

In a surprise development, the man accused of killing little Jorelys Rivera pleaded guilty today. Apartment 

maintenance man Ryan Brunn will now spend the rest of his life in prison. In court, Brunn admitted to 

molesting and killing the little girl in Canton. 

 

1/17/12   6pm    2:00 

Three Clayton County police officers have been fired and two others disciplined. The actions come after 

allegations of excessive force and violating police policy. 

 

1/18/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

The former Sheriff of Clayton County is behind bars. Victor Hill turned himself in on a 37 count indictment 

about 30 minutes ago. Hill is accused of theft by taking and racketeering during his four years as Sheriff. 

 

1/18/12   5,6pm    2:30 

A Dekalb County woman insists her dog was shot in cold blood by a police officer who should not have even 

been at her home. Dekalb County police confirmed the officer responded to a 911 call at the wrong address and 

say he fired because he felt threatened. 

 

1/18/12   6PM    2:30 

A man responding to a Craigslist posting is the victim of an armed robbery attempt. The Athens man says he 

was lured to a shopping center by two men who claimed they had an iPad for sale. 

 

1/19/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Canton police chief Jeff Lance has resigned in the wake of a critical report of his handling of the disappearance 

and murder of a seven year old girl last month. That report blames the chief of a lack of leadership and at times 

an apparent lack of concern for Jorelys Rivera, who was later founded murdered. 

 

1/19/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

The former Sheriff of Clayton County is still behind bars. Victor Hill's attorney says he has been working for 

hours to bond him out of the Gwinnett County jail. 

 

1/19/12    10,11pm   3:30 

Just two days after confessing to assaulting and killing seven year old Jorelys Rivera, Ryan Brunn is dead. The 

Department of Corrections says the 20 year old killed himself in prison. 

 

1/21/12   10pm    2:00 

It was a tense night in Fayette County with a murder suspect on the run. But now he's in custody. Jesus Jimenez 

surrendered to authorities at the Fayette County jail. 

 

1/22/12   5pm    2:00 

An overnight business break-in in Dallas has Paulding County authorities on the look out for a burglar. The 

Edible Arrangements store was hit around two this morning. 

 

1/22/12   5pm    2:30 

Dekalb County police are looking for answers after a disturbing discovery in Stone Mountain. A body was 

found on the bank of a pond. 
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1/23/12   5pm    2:00 

A burglary and car theft suspect was shot and killed by Gwinnett County police. Police say the shooting 

happened as they were trying to make an arrest. 

 

1/23/12   6pm    2:30 

Child killer Ryan Brunn was not on suicide watch when he hanged himself in his state prison cell yesterday. In 

fact, the confessed murderer of seven year old Jorelys Rivera had just passed a mental health exam.   

 

1/24/12   6pm    2:00 

A College Park woman claims a record company is responsible for a violent attack that took place inside a 

studio bathroom. Two of the biggest names in the hip hop recording business are in Atlanta this week to answer 

to the charges. 

 

1/24/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Authorities are investigating a suspicious envelope delivered to the Israeli Consulate in midtown Atlanta. The 

discovery created havoc for commuters. Authorities believe the envelope was one of more than a half dozen 

delivered to Israeli Consulates and embassies around the globe. 

 

1/24/12   10pm    2:00 

Some Georgia pecan growers are going a little nuts right now. That's because thieves are stealing their precious 

and expensive crop. 

 

1/25/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:25 

The Atlanta Police Department is mourning an officer who was killed in the line of duty. Officer Gail Thomas 

died while responding to an accident last night on I75. She was hit by a suspected drunk driver. 

 

1/25/12   6,10pm    2:00 

Dunwoody police are on the hunt for a dognapper. Employees say a man walked into the Petland store and ran 

out with a Maltese puppy. 

 

1/25/12   6,10pm    2:30 

A grand jury will not bring criminal charges against the football players accused of seriously injuring a coach in 

an brawl after a game last October. Authorities say coach David Daniel was hit with a helmet. 

 

1/26/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

The Stone Mountain woman accused of driving drunk and killing a police officer was denied bond. 22 year old 

Chasity Jones is charged in the death of veteran Atlanta police officer. 

 

1/26/12   10,11pm   2:30 

We've obtained the GBI interview with Ryan Brunn, the man convicted of killing a Canton girl. Investigators 

questioned the 20 year old maintenance man last month, just hours after he was arrested for the seven year old's 

death. 

 

1/27/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Police are questioning two people in connection with the murder of a Clayton County mother. 

 

1/27/12   5pm    2:00 

We have an eerie look at child killer Ryan Brunn. He appears on a GBI videotape as he is being prepped for a 

polygraph exam. He denies killing seven year old Jorelys Rivera on the video. 

 

1/27/12   5pm    2:00 

Who killed a beloved Marietta school teacher back in July of 2008? It's a question that has been haunting 

Elizabeth Bowie's father for years now. Elizabeth's story will be featured on America's Most Wanted, giving her 

father some assurance that the case hasn't gone cold. 
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1/27/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Hundreds of Atlantans are remembering the veteran police officer struck and killed on I75. Police say officer 

Gail Thomas had just stepped out of her patrol car when a drunk driver slammed into her. 

 

1/28/12   6,10pm    2:30 

The man charged with strangling a 30 year old Jonesboro mother is behind bars after appearing in court today. 

Police say Nehemiah Johnson, Jr. was already in the Clayton County Jail on an unrelated case when he was 

charged with murder just after midnight. Police believe Rochelle Thomas's murder may have stemmed from a 

sex-for-hire liaison with the suspect. 

 

1/29/12   6pm    2:30 

A Georgia man kidnapped by gunmen in Nigeria is back home. 50 year old Gregory Ock spent a week in 

captivity before being free and he's talking about his ordeal. 

 

1/30/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

A Clayton County one year old is on life support. He was put in that condition, police say, by his own father. 

 

1/30/12   10,11pm   2:30 

A series of midday break-ins in a number of Villa Rica neighborhoods has residents and police on high alert. 

One of those occurred on Barberry Drive in December where the resident videotaped a very distinct vehicle that 

has apparently been used in most if not all of the robberies. 

 

1/31/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

An Ellenwood mother is desperate for answers after her 14 year old daughter disappeared from her home. 

Nearly two years after Anastasia Hill vanished, police determined she was murdered. Authorities discovered her 

remains in woods along Highway 138 in Stockbridge, just ten miles from her Ellenwood home. 

 

1/31/12   6,10,11pm   2:00 

The execution of a Paulding County man accused of brutally killing a mother and daughter has been postponed. 

A spokesperson for the attorney general says the execution of Nicholas Cody Tate was postponed because he 

was planning to file an appeal. Nicholas Tate murdered Krissie Williams and her three year old daughter back 

in 2001. 

 

1/31/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Officers were called to a home on in Buford and found two men dead. Then another shooting victim was 

discovered at a nearby home. 

 

2/1/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A fight broke out inside a local high school cafeteria and a police officer was attacked. At least four students are 

in custody, all of them juveniles. 

 

2/1/12   10,11pm    2:30  

A Gwinnett County man is facing charges of animal cruelty after allegedly stealing his neighbor's dog. This 

strange story happened in Norcross after a mix up involving a hit and run.  

 

2/2/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Their job is to respond to fire and other emergencies but now two Cherokee County firefighters are the ones in 

trouble. They're accused of stealing drugs from a county ambulance. 

 

2/2/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

There are new developments in what authorities are calling a kidnapping of two teens in Lamar County. One of 

the girls has been released, but deputies say Kirsten Kamradt is still missing, believed to be with two 19 year 

old suspects. 
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2/3/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A Norcross family is overcome with grief after a 15 year old boy was killed in a home invasion. It's a crime that 

has gripped the city of Norcross. Police say six men kicked down a family's door, then shot the 15 year old. 

 

2/3/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

He set off a massive search after he told police his son was missing. Now a 55 year old Riverdale father is 

charged with contributing to the deprivation of a minor. There was a disturbing discovery inside the boy's home 

that left the father behind bars, even after his son was found safe. 

 

2/6/12   6,10,11pm   2:30  

He admitted to murdering a seven year old Canton girl then killed himself in prison. Today, the GBI released 

the last videotaped interview recorded with Ryan Brunn before his death. 

 

2/6/12   5,6pm    2:30  

We are learning more about the men accused of shooting and killing a Norcross teenager inside his home. 

FOX5 has learned five of six men have criminal pasts. They're accused of killing 15 year old Nicholas Jackson 

when he walked in on the robbery last week. 

 

2/6/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Atlanta Police Chief George Turner has fired a patrolman because of a traffic stop where he found a gun, drugs 

and a large amount of cash. That officer made no arrest, citing his discretion. 

 

2/6/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Disturbing amateur video of a brutal beating is getting nationwide attention. Atlanta police are now looking for 

the victim and the attackers and federal authorities are investigating it as a possible hate crime. 

 

2/7/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A reward is being offered for information about that shocking videotaped beating of a young man on a 

Southwest Atlanta street corner. The mayor of Atlanta announced the incentive today. And officers have 

stepped up their presence in the area where the beating happened. 

 

2/6/12   5pm    2:00  

The Georgia Supreme Court has overturned the state's assisted suicide law, ruling it violated free speech rights. 

The decision is a major victory for members of the assisted suicide group, Final Exit Network. 

 

2/7/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A woman and her wheelchair bound nephew were both shot to death at a home near Covington.  

 

2/8/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The young man who was the victim of a videotaped attack outside a corner store is speaking out. 20 year old 

Brandon White is calling for justice and says no one should have to endure the embarrassment that he did, after 

the video was posted on the internet. 

 

2/8/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A Bremen second grader is safe at home with her family after police say a man tried to kidnap her at a Wal-

Mart. The attempted abduction was caught on camera and police say the young girl fought her way to safety. 

 

2/8/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

It's a double murder that continues to baffle investigators in Newton County. Deputies found the bodies of 66 

year old Peggy Molden and her nephew Donald Mccollough at their home near Covington. Now family 

members and police want to know what happened. 

 

2/9/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:00  

A little girl was nearly abducted in a Bremen Wal-Mart. And tonight, people who know Brittany Baxter are 

marveling at how she got away. And FOX5 is uncovering new details about Thomas Woods' criminal 
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background. He's the man who, police say, was caught on video trying to kidnap Baxter. FOX5 has learned 

Woods spent seven years in prison in connection with his uncle's death. 

 

2/9/12   5pm    2:00  

Investigators say they've gotten a big break that just might help them return the cremated remains of a baby to 

her family. An urn was stolen from a couple's home during a burglary in Fayette County. Now deputies have 

surveillance video of the men they believe burglarized the home. 

 

2/9/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A community is coming together after the brutal beating of a man in their neighborhood. The attack outside a 

grocery store was caught on camera in broad daylight. 

 

2/9/12   6,11pm    2:30  

It's a shocking story out of Atlanta City Hall. Authorities say an employee dropped his pants and pulled a 

weapon on a fellow employee. 

 

2/10/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Covington police are trying to convince a man accused of killing his former girlfriend to surrender. 

Investigators say 26 year old Ketitra Jones was driving her silver truck on Washington Street when Hannibal 

Wayne Mcmullen started shooting from another car. Jones's car then hit a pole at a convenience store. 

 

2/10/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

A little girl who was nearly kidnapped from a Wal-Mart received a hero's welcome as she returned to school for 

the first time today. The surveillance video of the attempted abduction is just incredible, as seven year old 

Brittney Baxter fought back against her attacker and managed to escape. 

 

2/10/12   6pm    2:00 

Senior Atlanta officials say a shocking case of sexual misconduct will not go unpunished. They have completed 

their review of the incident that FOX5 was first to tell you about. 

 

2/10/12   6,10,11pm   2:00  

We're learning new details about the evidence against six men accused of killing a Gwinnett County teenager. 

15 year old Nicholas Jackson was murdered in his own bedroom last week. Today in court prosecutors singled 

out all six suspects for their alleged roles. 

 

2/11/12   6,10pm    2:30  

People who live in the Pittsburgh neighborhood are happy about an arrest in a high profile case. But at a rally 

today demonstrators warned that there are bigger problems in that community than this one case. 

 

2/12/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Police in Milton say an argument was the reason a father shot and killed his stepson. It happened this afternoon 

and tonight that father is in the Fulton County jail. 

 

2/13/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

The family of a Canton girl who was killed by a maintenance man has filed suit against the apartment complex 

where the crime happened. Jorelys Rivera was enjoying herself on a playground when police say Ryan Brunn 

kidnapped and killed her. 

 

2/13/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Jury selection is underway in a high profile murder trial in Dekalb County. Hemy Neuman will stand trial on 

charges he ambushed and killed a Dunwoody father after the victim dropped off his child at daycare. 

 

2/13/12   6pm    2:30  

A young child tells her mother that a city of Atlanta swim coach molested her. Late this afternoon city officials 

announced that the coach has been fired and the city's parks commissioner is suspended. 
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2/13/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A volunteer at an Acworth church has been arrested and charged with child molestation. Cobb County police 

say 25 year old Cesar Pastrana molested three victims during church youth events. 

 

2/15/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The man who's accused of killing an Athens police officer and shooting another cop gives an impromptu speech 

in court, saying he's not a cop killer. Jamie Hood appeared before a judge for a routine pre-trial hearing. 

 

2/15/12   5pm    2:30  

The search continues for a hit and run driver who left a seven year old Marietta girl injured. Police say Shanasia 

Jackson was walking to her school bus stop when a truck hit her. 

 

2/15/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A little girl walked away from an Atlanta recreation center and was missing for nearly two hours. Sources tell 

FOX5 that the staff didn't even know the five year old was gone and officials were even more alarmed when 

they found out the child walked away from the facility at night. 

 

2/15/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A Stockbridge woman is living in fear as police try to find her alleged stalker. She says the man with a beard 

and piercing eyes has entered her home, left menacing notes, and stolen large knives. 

 

2/15/12   10,11pm   2:30  

The search is on tonight for a driver who caused a deadly pile up and somehow got away. The horrific crash 

killed one person and injured several others. 

 

2/16/12   10pm    2:00  

We are hearing for the first time from the mother of Milton teenager murdered allegedly by his stepfather. 

Balloons were released this afternoon in honor of 16 year old Alex Koser. His mother took time to address the 

crowd and speak to FOX5.  

 

2/17/12   5,10,11pm   2:30  

The second suspect wanted in the brutal attack of a man outside an Atlanta store has just turned himself in. The 

assault was videotaped as three men attacked Brandon White in the Pittsburgh neighborhood earlier this month. 

 

2/17/12   5pm    2:30  

Gwinnett County Police are searching for two men who terrorized jewelry store owners and robbed them of 

more than $100,000 in gold and watches. 

 

2/18/12   6,10pm    2:30  

There has been an attempted murder and suicide inside a Dekalb County pizza hut. It happened on Covington 

Highway early this afternoon. 

 

2/18/12   10pm    2:30  

It's a crime that shocked a community: a double murder in Newton County. Tonight, police say they've arrested 

two men for killing a Covington woman and her wheelchair bound nephew. 

 

2/17/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A tip to America's Most Wanted has ended the anxiety and anguish for an Atlanta couple who still grieve over 

the murder of their granddaughter two years ago. U.S. Marshals captured Wisdom Jeffery in Ohio this morning. 

He is accused of murdering his wife in 2010. 

 

2/19/12   10pm    2:30  

There has been a tragic accident in Union City where a hit and run driver struck and killed a woman. Police say 

it happened as Latara Worthy walked along South Fulton Parkway early this morning. And now they're looking 

for the driver. 
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2/20/12   5pm    2:30  

Neighbors in one metro Atlanta community are dealing with a frustrating and costly problem. In the last few 

weeks thieves have targeted their homes, but not on the inside. 

 

2/20/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A suspect has turned himself in, in connection with a hit and run accident on South Fulton Parkway that killed 

Latara Worthy. 

 

2/20/12   10,11pm   2:30  

The Pizza Hut employee who was shot Saturday while trying to protect a young colleague, has died. Dekalb 

County police say Samuel Wallace didn't know the gunman who shot him before taking his own life. Tonight, 

Wallace's brother talked to FOX5 about the heroic actions he says his brother took just moments before he was 

fatally wounded. 

 

2/21/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

There was emotional testimony today from the widow of a murdered Dunwoody father. Today the state began 

presenting evidence in its attempt to prove that Hemy Neuman murdered Rusty Sneiderman outside a daycare 

center in 2010. 

 

2/21/12   10,11pm   3:00  

Several people are believed to have been shot to death inside a spa in Norcross. 

 

2/22/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Two children kidnapped overnight are back home with their mother. But police are still looking for the man 

accused of taking them. 

 

2/22/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

There is new information tonight in the murder-suicide that left five family members dead including the 

gunman. Four members of a family of Korean immigrants were shot and killed inside the spa they owned.  

 

2/22/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

There was compelling testimony today in the Hemy Neuman murder trial. The victim's widow, Andrea 

Sneiderman, took the stand, along with a woman who says she saw Andrea Sneiderman and the defendant 

dancing intimately one month before Rusty Sneiderman was killed. 

 

2/22/12   10,11pm    2:30  

it is almost impossible to believe. Police say a grandmother, out to punish a nine year old for lying, made the 

child run for hours, and the girl's stepmother did nothing to stop it. Savannah Hardin collapsed after 

approximately three hours, and later died. 

 

2/22/12   10pm    2:00 

Crime in one Atlanta neighborhood has some people telling the criminals to go someplace else. Specifically, the 

adjoining neighborhood. And the message has residents in that other neighborhood, upset. 

 

2/22/12   10,11pm    2:30  

It's like a scene out of a war movie. Tanks rolled into a Cobb County neighborhood as a tense swat situation 

unfolded. 

 

2/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Atlanta police are trying to figure out if a family's terrifying home invasion is connected to the killing of a store 

owner. Both crimes happened in the same building within hours of each other, in the Old Fourth Ward. 

 

2/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Testimony continued today in the Hemy Neuman murder trial. Jurors heard from a close friend of widow 

Andrea Sneiderman and the father of murder victim Rusty Sneiderman. 
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2/23/12   10,11pm   2:00  

Here's one we hadn't heard before. Sheriff's deputies say a man planning an armed robbery left an incriminating 

note on his car seat. Deputies say the note, which was clearly visible, spelled out his criminal intentions. 

 

2/24/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

There are more stunning developments in the Hemy Neuman murder trial. The jury heard from several people 

who were outside the Dunwoody daycare when Rusty Sneiderman was gunned down. But his widow Andrea 

Sneiderman never heard any of that testimony because she was barred from the trial this morning.. 

 

2/24/12   6pm    2:30  

Dekalb County police are offering an explanation tonight as to why they waited seven hours to tell the public 

about two young missing children. In dozens of previous cases citizens who learn of incidents through media 

broadcasts often aid investigators. A few parents in Dekalb County say they can't understand why there was a 

delay. 

 

2/24/12   10,11pm   2:30  

For the first time, we're hearing the terrifying moments after a gunman started shooting inside a Norcross spa. 

This as members of the Korean-American community come together to mourn the family killed. 

 

2/25/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A bizarre and violent home invasion in Gwinnett County has now turned into a kidnapping case, as well. Police 

tell FOX5 that a group of masked men broke into a Norcross apartment. They shot one man and dragged a 

second out of the apartment and into a getaway car. 

 

2/25/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A man is dead after a standoff with Dekalb County police that lasted several hours this morning. Investigators 

say they're still working to find out whether the gunman died from self-inflicted wounds or from police. 

 

2/25/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Visitation is underway for a Newnan airman killed in Africa last week. Air Force Captain Nicholas Whitlock 

was among four military personnel killed in a plane crash last Saturday. 

 

2/25/12   10pm    2:30  

The mother of a man accused of beating a gay man in Atlanta is breaking her silence. It comes weeks after the 

video surfaced showing three suspects punching and kicking a gay man in the Pittsburgh community. 

 

2/24/12   10,11pm   2:30  

The mother of a seven year old Oglethorpe County boy claimed he had Encephalitis, but the boy's father didn't 

buy it and got the medical records to prove it was a lie. 

 

2/26/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A Dekalb County husband says five Japanese men killed his wife. But tonight he's the one police have taken 

away. The woman was found dead this morning in her home on Ridgeland Drive in Decatur. Neighbors awoke 

to her husband screaming for help. 

 

2/26/12   10pm    2:00 

Cobb County police say they are grateful to America's Most Wanted for the capture of a Savannah mother who 

they say betrayed her daughters when she sold them for sex in metro Atlanta. 

 

2/27/12   5,6pm    2:30  

The Hemy Neuman murder trial resumed this morning in Dekalb County. There was disturbing testimony from 

a former medical examiner plus some of the videotaped interrogation of Neuman after he was arrested for the 

murder of Rusty Sneiderman.  
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2/27/12   6pm    2:30  

Atlanta police officers called in the fire department to break down a door to a business. It sounds like an 

emergency, but it wasn't. Police entered the restaurant illegally and now taxpayers must foot the bill for the 

improper entry. 

 

2/28/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The state has now rested its case in the murder trial of Hemy Neuman. Prosecutors ended several days of 

testimony with evidence about phone calls between Neuman and the murder victim's wife, Andrea Sneiderman. 

 

2/28/12   6pm    2:30  

An Atlanta attorney says the story about a videotaped assault on a young Atlanta man will be all together 

different, once we learn all the facts. The videotaped beating of Brandon White made national headlines. White 

says he was targeted because he's gay, but the lawyer claims to have new details in the case. 

 

2/28/12   10,11pm   2:00  

Crime doesn't pay, especially when you take a taxi to rob a bank. Chamblee police say a would-be bank robber 

did just that and not only ended up empty-handed, but his cabbie insisted on getting paid. 

 

2/28/12   11pm    2:30  

Big brother was definitely watching when a crook burglarized an apartment in Southwest Atlanta. This was the 

second time in a month the home was hit. But this time, the crook was caught on camera. 

 

2/29/12   6pm    2:00 

The rising cost of diesel fuel has hit the nation's commercial trucking industry extra hard. FOX5 spoke to one 

driver who says if fuel prices keep going up, many truckers could be forced to park their rigs. 

 

2/29/12   6pm    2:00 

An estimated 400,000 metro Atlanta commuters actually save money even as gas prices continue going up. 

That's because they are carpooling. 

 

2/29/12   6pm    2:00 

The pain at the pump has already played a big role in the race for the White House. Newt Gingrich has made it 

one of his campaign priorities, while President Obama warns voters to be aware of phony election year 

promises. 

 

2/29/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:30 

We're following stunning developments in the Hemy Neuman murder trial. Defense attorneys asked for a 

mistrial, claiming the victim's widow, Andrea Sneiderman, threatened a witness. The threat, they say, came 

after Sneiderman hugged the woman in the middle of the courtroom last Thursday. 

 

2/29/12   6,10,11pm   2:30  

A two year old boy was thrown from a car during a Clayton County carjacking. That was just part of a wild 

crime spree that ended when a swat team stormed a Riverdale home. 

 

2/29/12   GDA    2:30 

Bullying is Not Hot is a 107.9 campaign. Comedian Steve Harvey's daughter Brandi Harvey is actively 

involved and speaks at all the events. 

 

3/1/12   5,6,10,11   2:30 

A forensic psychologist says Hemy Neuman did not know right from wrong the day he opened fire, killing 

Rusty Sneiderman outside a Dunwoody daycare. 

 

3/1/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

A Dekalb County teacher is in jail tonight, accused of disturbing sexual acts involving two students. Police say 

Al Marcus Thomas had sex with a 15 year old student and even had pictures of the victim on his laptop. 
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3/1/12   6pm    2:00 

Drivers in Gwinnett County be warned, you'd better slow down. A more than year long ban on police using 

radar is about to end. 

 

3/1/12   10,11pm   2:30  

It's a traffic stop that put a local woman in the hospital and then, behind bars. Crystal Cross says she's the victim 

of police brutality. She was left with black eyes and a fractured nose after a state trooper pulled her over. 

 

3/1/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Braselton police are searching for a man who they say is posing as a pizza delivery driver. They tell us he 

followed a teenage girl home a few days ago. Police are asking residents to be on the look out for him. 

 

3/1/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Atlanta police tell FOX5 they have new leads in the murder of a popular grocery store owner in Northeast 

Atlanta. Police have been working from the surveillance video of the gunman in the brazen ambush murder last 

month. 

 

3/2/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Authorities in Fulton County are now looking for a fourth man in the videotaped beating last month in Atlanta's 

Pittsburgh community.  

 

3/2/12   5,6pm    2:30  

A Clayton County man remains in critical condition, the victim of a hit and run. 21 year old Quintin Watts was 

struck last night while he was walking home from work. Today his family is desperate for information about the 

driver. 

 

3/2/12   6pm    2:00 

The teenage victim of a Forsyth County child molester speaks out as U.S. Marshals take their manhunt 

nationwide. Authorities accuse Kenneth Justin Grant of drugging a then 15 year old babysitter for his children. 

Investigators say he then sexually assaulted her and then took hundreds of photographs. 

 

3/5/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Prosecutors spent the day challenging the mental health expert who testified Hemy Neuman did not know right 

from wrong when he killed Rusty Sneiderman outside a Dunwoody daycare in 2010. There were even a few 

testy exchanges between the Assistant D.A. and the forensic psychologist who testified that Neuman should not 

be held criminally liable for the murder. 

 

3/5/12   10,11pm   2:30  

There have been two attempted child abductions in the same Stone Mountain area in two weeks. And tonight, 

one of the victims is telling her terrifying story to FOX5. 

 

3/6/12   5,6pm    2:00  

Atlanta police are looking for a man who killed an innocent grandmother yesterday. Police say two men were in 

an argument, when one pulled out a gun. Edna Diane Walker was shot in the crossfire. 

 

3/6/12   6pm    2:00 

A 17 year old girl struck by a car says the man who hit her looked her in the eye, then kept going. Tonight her 

family says they're upset, not only with the driver who left, but also with school officials who handled the 

situation. 

 

3/6/12   10,11pm   2:00 

Police in Athens are searching for two men who are driving around shooting people with a BB gun. Two people 

and three cars have been hit, including a little girl who was just out for a walk. 
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3/6/12   10pm    2:00 

The owner of a couple of CD Warehouse stores in Gwinnett County is in jail tonight for allegedly selling 

counterfeit goods.  

 

3/7/12   5pm    2:30  

We've just learned that Dekalb County police have a suspect in custody in a deadly shooting. Officers 

apprehended 26 year old Jason Bryant this afternoon. He's accused of killing his ex-wife and injuring another 

woman. 

 

3/7/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A home invasion in Gainesville happened just after midnight. Police say the men ransacked the home 

demanding cash and electronics. FOX5 talked to a woman who was inside the home at the time. 

 

3/7/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A young mother was shot and killed and her roommate was critically injured. Hours later, police arrested the 

dead woman's husband as he picked up his son from school.  

 

3/8/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A Dekalb County school secretary has been arrested and charged with unthinkable crimes against disabled and 

elderly people.  

 

3/8/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Moments ago the Defense in the Hemy Neuman murder trial rested its case. Testimony resumed this morning 

after two days off. Neuman is accused of killing Rusty Sneiderman outside a Dunwoody daycare in 2010. 

 

3/8/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Two students were robbed at gunpoint on the Georgia Tech campus. The thieves stole computers and iPhones. 

 

3/8/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Two pizza delivery men are credited with helping police capture a robbery suspect. Three masked men burst 

into the Windy Hill Pizza Hut in Marietta late last night and left with the register. That's when the employees 

sprang into action. 

 

3/9/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A forensic expert says she believes accused killer Hemy Neuman is faking a mental condition. Dr. Pamela 

Crawford took to the stand refuting testimony from three mental health experts who say Neuman is insane. 

 

3/9/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

There is new information about a middle school secretary accused of stealing from the elderly and disabled. 

FOX5 has learned that Bobbie Ward has a string of arrests that date back ten years. 

 

3/9/12   5pm    2:00 

Months after police arrested them on charges that they illegally gathered in a downtown park, 75 Occupy 

Atlanta protesters went in court this morning. 

 

3/9/12   5pm    2:00 

Just minutes ago, the sheriff's office announced the arrest of a 77 year old man in the murder of his son-in-law. 

 

3/9/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A teenager is behind bars, accused in a triple shooting that killed a 15 year old Atlanta girl and put two others in 

the hospital. 

 

3/12/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Jurors heard from the last witness in the Hemy Neuman murder trial today. The three week trial has been loaded 

with compelling testimony.  
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3/12/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:00  

A man accused of killing an Athens police officer has major complaints about his case. Jamie Hood says those 

complaints are so serious that he's asking the judge on the case to recuse himself because of a friendship with 

one alleged victim. 

 

3/11/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A violent home invasion ended in gunfire and several young men in the hospital. It happened in Southwest 

Atlanta. The family says crucial evidence was left behind by police and they say more needs to be done to catch 

the assailants. 

 

3/12/12   6pm    2:00 

Brazen thieves targeted a local electronics store using a pickup truck as a battering ram. Police say the group 

had their faces covered as they stole items off the shelves at a Best Buy in Snellville. 

 

3/12/12   6pm    2:30  

A stand-out basketball player and a team manager from Georgia Tech are caught up in a traffic incident that 

began with gunplay. Atlanta police tell us the incident was a result of a volatile mix of alcohol, driving and 

firearms. 

 

3/13/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The jury only deliberated for a short while this afternoon before calling it a day. They will resume deliberations 

tomorrow, but today, they spent most of the day listening to dramatic closing arguments in the Hemy Neuman 

murder trial. 

 

3/14/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

Jurors in the Hemy Neuman murder trial have asked to take another look at videotaped interviews of the 

accused killer during their first full day of deliberations. Neuman is accused of gunning down Rusty 

Sneiderman outside a Dunwoody daycare in 2010. 

 

3/14/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

People in Northeast Atlanta are being told to take precautions after the attempted abduction of a 12 year old girl. 

The incident happened Monday in the Lake Claire section of the city. 

 

3/14/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Two women whose lives were changed by the tragedy of child abduction met in Canton tonight. Elizabeth 

Smart, who made headlines when she was abducted and later found in Utah, and the mother of Jorelys Rivera, 

the Canton girl kidnapped and murdered, came together to promote child safety. 

 

3/14/12   10pm    2:30  

A grieving family wants answers. Four months after being struck by a hit and run driver in Northwest Atlanta, 

Nathan Powell died today from his injuries. The driver who hit him still hasn't been caught. 

 

3/14/12   11pm    2:00  

Atlanta police are out in force, canvassing a neighborhood to get new leads in a murder at a grocery store and a 

home invasion. 

 

3/15/12   5,6,10,11pm   10:00 

The verdict came down just after two this afternoon. Jurors found Hemy Neuman guilty but mentally ill in the 

murder of Rusty Sneiderman. And just moments ago the judge came back and handed out the stiffest 

punishment possible, life without parole plus five years. 

 

3/15/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A state officer faces a child molestation charge. The officer who worked at a juvenile center turned herself in to 

authorities, after an internal investigation. 
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3/15/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Investigators in Fayette County say a bogus health inspector is going around to restaurants and threatening to 

conduct spot inspections. They say he backs down if they agree to feed him for free. 

 

3/15/12   GDA    2:30 

Child advocates Elizabeth and Ed Smart will be in Atlanta to join forces with the Keep Georgia Safe and 

Radkids organizations to share with parents, educators and community leaders the importance of safety 

empowerment for children. 

 

3/16/12   10pm    2:00 

More than a dozen Union City residents got a rude awakening today. Fulton County police say thieves struck, 

stripping all their air conditioners of copper. 

 

3/19/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

A swat team has an apartment building in Sandy Springs surrounded. The standoff began seven hours ago. 

Police say a gunman is holed up inside an apartment with a baby.  

 

3/19/12   5,6,10pm   2:00  

A former Atlanta police officer scored a huge victory in court. The fired officer was facing four felonies in an 

assault case involving a bicyclist. But in a plea deal, all charges were dropped. 

 

3/19/12   5pm    2:00  

An early morning home invasion has left one man injured and police searching for suspects. It happened at a 

home near Avondale Estates in Dekalb County. 

 

3/19/12   10pm    2:00  

A 13 year old Henry County teenager is dead and police say he was stabbed by an older sibling. Now 

investigators are trying to determine whether any charges will be filed in connection with the death of Malachi 

Andrews. 

 

3/19/12   11pm    2:00 

We're following another heartbreaking story from Henry County. Police say an older sister stabbed her 13 year 

old brother to death. 

 

3/20/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Parents call it an attempted abduction, but Atlanta police are only charging a homeless man with disorderly 

conduct. At least one parent is questioning why the charges aren't more serious. 

 

3/20/12   5,6pm    2:30  

The man who was arrested after a nearly 12 hour swat standoff yesterday made his first court appearance this 

morning. Police arrested 33 year old Clint Bailey after swat teams teamed up to wait him out. 

 

3/20/12   6pm    2:30  

Authorities continue their investigation after a man was shot while he tried to get cash from an ATM. It 

happened at a bank parking lot in South Fulton County. 

 

3/20/12   10,11pm   2:30  

There is big trouble for a small town Georgia mayor now accused of 10 felonies that allegedly involve selling 

fake insurance.  

 

3/20/12   10,11pm   2:00  

There is concern in midtown Atlanta after a shocking attack. Two men were robbed at gunpoint with an AK-47. 

 

3/21/12   5,6pm    2:30  

Three robbers told police they staged a robbery in Coweta County because they heard the cops there were 

sleepy. After a high speed chase, the misinformed robbers were in custody within 15 minutes. 
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3/21/12   6,10pm    2:30  

A city of Atlanta employee was caught in a prostitution sting that was captured on video. And FOX5 has that 

video. 

 

3/22/12   5,6pm    2:00  

Conyers police have praised a good samaritan they say bravely chased a man who had just attacked an elderly 

woman during an armed robbery. 

 

3/22/12   5,6,10,11pm   3:30  

Hundreds of metro Atlantans are among the crowd of protestors who have gathered in Florida for a Trayvon 

Martin rally. Martin was the 17 year old shot and killed by a neighborhood watch volunteer last month in 

Sanford, Florida. The watchman, George Zimmerman, claims the shooting was in self defense but the case has 

sparked outrage around the country and calls of racial profiling. 

 

3/22/12   5pm    2:00 

Paulding County investigators are not yet releasing the name of the young man they found alongside a roadway, 

shot and dying. A 911 caller nearby reported shots fired. Deputies arrived to find a 23 year old man shot and 

dying. 

 

3/21/12   10,11pm   2:30  

DNA evidence has helped police catch an alleged serial rapist. Gwinnett County police have charged Jerson 

Antonio Gomez with two rapes that have gone unsolved for years. 

 

3/22/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Today is the one year anniversary of the shooting death of an Athens-Clarke County police officer. Senior 

officer Buddy Christian was shot and killed and a fellow officer was seriously wounded. 

 

3/23/12   5pm    2:30  

A swat team surrounds a midtown Atlanta abortion clinic following a report of a suspicious package. Police 

evacuated the clinic and police remain on scene trying to assess the situation. 

 

3/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

At the state capitol, a number of Atlanta students joined local and state leaders to announce a march and rally. 

They say Georgia has a similar law to the Florida law that now allows Trayvon Martin's killer to stay on the 

streets, and they want the Georgia law abolished or amended. 

 

3/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:00  

There is new information about the Atlanta police officer shot in the line of duty in little five points. Officer 

Dexter Toomer was hit one time in the leg and is expected to be released from the hospital.  

 

3/23/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30  

The parents of murder victim Rusty Sneiderman want to see their grandchildren, but say widow Andrea 

Sneiderman won't allow it. Court documents filed this week shed some light on the efforts Don and Marilyn 

Sneiderman made this month to see the children while they were in town for Hemy Neuman's murder trial. 

 

3/23/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Atlanta police are looking for a man who pistol whipped a woman because she refused to date him. The man 

struck the woman repeatedly. She sustained several injuries but somehow managed to hold her ground. 

 

3/23/12   10,11pm   2:30  

A Dekalb County police officer is hospitalized after she was tased by one of her colleagues during a violent 

struggle with a suspect.  
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3/23/12   10,11pm   2:30  

An outing to buy a car turns into a bizarre holdup and high speed chase. Police say a robber took a gun from the 

car buyer and robbed him of thousands of dollars in cash. 

 

3/24/12   6pm    2:30  

The five day search for a missing Barrow County man ended today, when family members discovered his body. 

51 year old James Gunter was found in a wooded area just North of Winder. 

 

3/25/12   6,10pm    2:30  

Dekalb County police say security guards shot and killed an 18 year old. The mother of Irvin Jefferson has a lot 

of questions about her son's death. 

 

3/25/12   6,10pm    2:30  

There has been a show of support for Trayvon Martin's family, the 17 year old killed by a Florida neighborhood 

watch captain. Churches across Georgia held "Hoodie Sunday" services to honor the teen who was wearing a 

hooded sweatshirt when he was shot. 

 

3/26/12   GDA    3:00 

Religious leaders in the Higher Ground group discuss the shooting death of a 17 year old in Florida. The 

Trayvon Martin has outraged people around the country and lead to calls of racial profiling. 

 

3/26/12   5,6,10,11pm   4:40  

Trayvon Martin supporters are gathering at the state capitol for a big rally. And there was another rally at 

Clayton State University. The Florida teen was shot and killed by a neighborhood watchman one month ago 

today. 

 

3/26/12   5,6,10pm   2:30  

Atlanta police are working a murder case that is as bizarre as it is brutal. Investigators say one person is 

responsible for attacking a woman in Southwest Atlanta and then dumping a man's body behind a house. 

 

3/26/12   6,10pm    2:00  

A Georgia Tech coach faces rape and drug charges. Sources tell FOX5 that the serious allegations stem from an 

incident in Buckhead over the weekend. 

 

3/26/12   10,11pm   2:30  

Two Dekalb County security guards who shot and killed a teenager are being charged with impersonating police 

officers. But so far they are not facing more serious charges. 

 

3/27/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

There is a warning to parents tonight. Gwinnett County police believe a man is targeting kids, trying to get them 

into his car. Investigators say they've received four reports in a matter of months and they believe all of them 

are linked.  

 

3/27/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

Grady Memorial Hospital is asking for the public's help to find the family of an assault victim. Paramedics 

picked him up on Chamblee Dunwoody Road. Police say he has severe head injuries and can't say who attacked 

him. 

 

3/27/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

A major crackdown on auto thieves was announced. Local and federal officials swarmed neighborhoods in 

Atlanta in what they call a comprehensive assault on a problem that impacts everyone. 

 

3/27/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Several dozen activists wore hoodies and carried skittles during a march in Atlanta in support of murdered 

Florida teen Trayvon Martin. The participants tell us they're seeking justice, but not violence. 
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3/27/12   10,11pm   2:00 

We're getting our first look at the dash camera video of Damon Evans' DUI arrest. The former UGA athletic 

director lost his job over the incident and just yesterday charges against the woman who was with him were 

dropped.   

 

3/28/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Police swarmed an apartment complex in Southwest Atlanta where a three year old girl was shot and killed. 

Police are now investigating who is to blame for the tragedy. 

 

3/28/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Police will try to track down a man who raped a 29 year old Norcross woman. They hope to catch him before he 

strikes again. Gwinnett County police released a sketch of a person of interest who was seen less than an hour 

before the attack on the woman. 

 

3/28/12   10,11pm   2:30 

Police in Fayetteville are issuing a warning about cell phones after a man was robbed of his phone inside a 

Home Depot store. The victim says a man bumped him from behind and grabbed the phone right off of his belt.  

 

3/28/12   10,11pm   6:15 

The father of George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer accused of shooting and killing Trayvon 

Martin in Florida, is speaking out. 

 

3/29/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

Police are investigating a shooting that happened at a gas station in Roswell.  

 

3/29/12   5,6pm    2:30 

Charges were filed in the death of a three year old girl in Southwest Atlanta. Atlanta police have now charged 

the little girl's uncle who is just 18 years old. Police say he was handling the gun when it went off, striking the 

toddler. 

 

3/29/12   5,6,10pm   2:30 

Atlanta family members of unarmed teenager Trayvon Martin are speaking out. Two of the teenager's cousins 

are just back from Sanford, Florida and a rally that attracted thousands. 

 

3/30/12   5,6,10,11pm   2:30 

A Northwest Atlanta community is on alert after one child's frightening encounter. The 12 year old was walking 

to Kennedy Middle School when a stranger threatened him. 

 

3/30/12   5,6,10pm   2:00 

The controversy over the shooting of 17 year old Trayvon Martin in Florida grew out of a neighborhood watch 

program. In Atlanta, there are dozens of neighborhood watch programs. Most of them train the residents to take 

a hands off approach, but not all of them. 

 

3/30/12   6,10pm    2:00 

Police in one metro area community have seen an alarming increase in tax fraud. The victims are residents who 

filed their taxes only to learn that an identity thief had already filed a return in their name using their social 

security number. 

 

3/31/12   10pm    2:30 

Analysts are calling it a massive security breach involving potentially millions of credit card accounts. And the 

company at the center of the data breach is based in metro Atlanta. 

Wednesday’s Child 

1/4/12   6pm    3:00 

14 year old Jacobian learns the sky's the limit at one of Atlanta's top radio stations. He says you should listen for 

him on the radio in the future, as a recording artist or maybe a DJ playing his own music. 
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1/11/12   6pm    3:30 

She's a member of the cast of The Real Housewives of Atlanta and she is also a well known and well respected 

attorney. Phaedra Parks sat down with 17 year old Anasterasia to discuss a career as a lawyer.  

 

1/18/12   6pm    3:40 

15 year old Amanda is already a star. See her shine as she takes her place with the very talented Atlanta 

Workshop Players. She was the guest of honor, and she is a natural born actress.  

 

1/25/12   6pm    3:05 

In 11 years of doing Wednesday's Child we've never met a child who doesn't like pizza. Come along with 10 

year old Ted to Pizzeria Venti. 

 

2/1/12   6pm    3:20 

16 year old Tyler is a true animal lover. He has owned all sorts of pets in his lifetime including two snakes, fish, 

and his favorite: dogs. So he was thrilled to spend an afternoon at the Atlanta Humane Society.  

 

2/8/12   6pm    2:50 

This has been an incredibly mild winter but there's nothing like a little bit of snow, real or fake, to put you in the 

mood for winter sports. Check out 13 year old Clifford when he went tubing down Stone Mountain's snow 

mountain.  

  

2/15/12   6pm    3:20 

Teenagers love their music and we met two young men who dream of creating their own sound one day. 13 year 

old Sebastian and 15 year old Keshone spent the day learning what it takes to produce their very own unique 

sound.  

 

2/22/12   6pm    2:40 

The circus is in town and this one is full of soul. We took 11 year old Jason to the Universoul Circus at Turner 

Field. And although Jason doesn't speak, his smile says it all.  

 

2/29/12   6pm    2:10 

Let's take a second look at a young man we featured on Wednesday's Child a little over a year ago. Jacob is a 

teenager with an artistic side. He showed off his painting skills at Roswell's Farmhouse in the City.  

 

3/7/12   6pm    3:30 

Fostering a child's creativity is extremely important and at Creative Circus, a two year school for advertising, 

every aspect of their curriculum is designed to allow a student to bring new ideas to life. Check out brothers 15 

year old Kevin and 16 year old Kyle when they showed off their skills.  

 

3/14/12   6pm    3:40 

One of our Wednesday's Child kids has found his forever family. Dakota has been featured on Wednesday's 

Child three times and now at 17 years old he has the permanency he's always desired. To celebrate, his new 

family put together a surprise birthday party. 

 

3/21/12   6pm    3:30 

A new hairstyle can make you feel like a brand new person. And for tonight's Wednesday's Child, 16 year old 

Savannah, it's the perfect way to start a fresh look for a forever family. 

 

3/28/12   6pm    2:30 

13 year old Timothy requires a home that can tend to his developmental needs, as well as provide him with the 

love and support he so greatly desires. Check out Timothy at Chastain Horse Park.  
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JANUARY 

 

Project Overcoat  

 

In cooperation with the Atlanta Union Mission, United Way of Metro Atlanta Federal Express and Kroger Stores, 

FOX 5 was the media sponsor for Georgia’s largest coat and blanket drive for homeless and needy families. 

 

To promote the event, FOX 5 produced and aired a three week PSA schedule and produced several live remotes 

during the weathercasts throughout Good Day Atlanta and the evening news.  During the drive, approximately 

16,979 coats and blankets were collected and distributed to 122 non-profit organizations including homeless shelters 

throughout metro Atlanta. 

 

 

 

FEBRUARY 

 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Service 

 

FOX 5 produced a live 2 ½ hour broadcast as well as live streaming video on myfoxatlanta.com of the annual 

commemorative service held at Horizon Sanctuary at Ebenezer Baptist Church.  The station also produced and aired 

a promotional schedule and provided a News Anchor as host. 

 

The Commemorative Service celebrated the 44
th

 anniversary of Dr. King’s death.  Attendees included leaders from 

the local and civic communities, dignitaries from around the world, and ecumenical representatives from through out 

Georgia. 

 

 


